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Dilwyn Jones
Well, we asked for your views on the
Q40/Q60 versus emulators debate and
we certainly got a lot of response. 0n
the whole, it was a pretty balanced
response, some on the side of the Graf
brothers, others preferring the'emula-
tor' paths, others taking a more balan-
ced view The consensus of opinion by
and large seemed to be that Qlers
could and should take the path best
surted to their needs,

We are printing many of the responses
received in this issue, then we'll give
the Graf brothers the final say in the
next issue and close the correspon-
dence on this subject

Sorry for having been late last time for
furopean readers. Once a year the US
guys get it delivered early and every-
body else has to wait! The timing of
the American show does tencl to inter
rupt the publishing schedule a little
(since Jochen will insist on going over
there on holidayl) He seems to have
managed to bring three separate Ca-
nadian show reviews back with him,

but I guess we can ;ustify this on the
grounds that perhaps we do not do
the QL scene in North America much
justice normally

Recently my system got updated to
have SMSQ lE v2.99 on it. Oh, oh,
has Tony Tebby finally run out of ver-
sion numbers or is he now contem-
plating a release 3.00 of SMSQ/E?
Only he (and possibly Jochen Merz)
could know the answer to that and
neither is telling me. Wouldn't sur
prise me if lhey pulled a rabbit oui of
the hat and (wait for it) started using
ietters instead of numbers -version
2 9A or V2a99 or whatever Just in

case there was to be an SMSQ/E
v3.00, what do you ihink should be
added to it? Time for some internet
suppori at 0/S level perhaps -

facilities for TCP/lP etc built into
SMSQ/E or as an O/S module
perhaps?

Thierry Godefroy has pulled another
rabbit out of a hat with his new CD-
ROM thing. Users of Qubide can now
access CD-ROMs with a suitable CD
drive attached to a suitable Qubide
version (see news pages). Thierry has
released an alpha version of this sott-
ware via his website, although his work
means he spends long periods at a
tirne at sea, s0 the short term may not
bring very extensive development of
the current version.

At the time of writing, this issue looks
like being slightly thinner than usual,
but we hope to make up for this with
another cover disk soon. Now will I be
selfish and fill it up with Dilwyn Jones
programs, or do you have any better
suggestions for content?

Enjoy the summer sunshine and keep
uLlllgl
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Nigel suddenly realised
that asking his
Grandmother
for RAM
for his
birthday
was a big rnistake
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News fronn Thierry Godefroy
I have just put the beta (v0.20) of my ATAPI thing
and the alpha (v0 06) of my CDROM device
drivelthing onto my web site
BIWARE, this still must be considered as

unstable softwarel
The good news is that it works for both
Q40/Q60 and QUBIDt systerns (only under
SMSQ/E and with (Super)Gold Card for QUBIDE

though),
It is also possible to get access to a QLWA disk
image (QXL.!VlN file) burnt directly on a CD-R.

It may be downloaded from my website on

h ttp ://q d os. cj b. n et/e n g I i sh/d own load. h trn I

New Software from your friendly
Editor
Your ediior has been busy in recent weeks com-
pleting several new QL programs he has been
working on for some time. They are all available

for download from,
http://www.soft. net. u k/d j/sofhruare/freeware/

freeware.html

QH (QDOS Header) System
New on the freeware software page on my

website is a system called QH {QDOS Headers)

which is meant for people like me wanting to

store files on non-QDOS media. Many of us have

bad experiences of losing executable QL pro-

gram dataspaces and headers when programs

saved on DOS or other 'native' format media

have lost their execuiable file headers. QH

consists of just two short BASIC programs which
will store and restore the dataspace in a separate
short file.

This package was developed for use with the

CD-ROMs I developed for Q-Celt Computing. I

put the 'main' copy of programs in a QXLWIN
container for systems like QPC, Qemulator 2,

uQLx, QXL, Q40/60 and others able to read

QXL.W|Ns. I also add zipped archive frles of these
programs outside the QXLWIN for users of
systems able to read CD-ROM media via the host

computer and transfer the zipped files onto

QDOS tloppy disks or other media, then unzip

them on a QL.

QH provides another method. You cannot use

programs directly from a non-QDOS medium, but
at least you can copy them to a QL, run a short
BASIC program to restore the executable file
header and execute them from there.
The program which creates the -qh file in the
first place can if required process every single
executable file on a medium, creating a matching

-qh file for each executable program I hope this
little QH utility will prove popular with anyone
wishing io disiribute QL software on CDs without
being restricted to just the QXLWIN systems

UNZIP Librarian
A front end program for unzipping zipped files.

There are two versions, one pointer driven and
the other not pointer driven Both need Toolkit 2,

and a copy of QL Unzip of course (may be
obtained from www.daria.co.uk Jonalhan Hud

son's website)
Unzip Librarian lets you browse drives and
directories looking for zip files to unzip. Just click
on the zip file and it will unzip it for you You have
to configure it (or enter the settings) to tell it
where to unzip to, and where it can find your

copy of Unzip
Unzip Librarian is only a front end for unzip (ie it

does not zip up files) and has no file selection
from within the zipped files, so this is clearly not
a competitor to Archivers Control Panel, merely a
quick and simple way to unzip files
The programs are freeware and may, for
example, be freely used to distribute QL sottware
in zipped format, for example, via websites,
BBSes and PD library disks.

Conversions
Conversions is a Metric/lmperial units conversion
program. Type in the number of inches, it'll tell you
the equivalent in millimetres or vice versa, Type in
the temperature in degrees Celsius, it will tell you
the equivalent in Fahrenheit units
This program was developed from an earlier
program I wrote for doing temperature unit
conversions - that program is also available from
my websiie. Both programs are pointer driven
and require Toolkit 2

SystemSet
SyslemSet is a system settings utility, with three
main purposes First, it helps you check and alter
QL system clock settings, avoiding the need for
SDATT commands from S*BASIC. Secondly, it

helps you set PAR-USE, RAM-US[, DEV-USE,
FLP-US[, StR-USE, WIN-USE and so on. Thirdly,

the Files section helps you create directories and

QH- Iodcy



also provides a simple to use pointer driven file
seleciion menu which when used in conjunction
with the Stuffer Buffer gives an easy method of
pointer driven file selection even in non-pointer
driven programs. Jusi select the file you want, left
click (HlT) on it and the filename is now in the
stuf fer buf fer From the other program, use
ALT SPACT lo inseri the filename when the
program asks you to enter a filename.
The programs are freeware and will be added to
the latest release of the QL Emulators CD (which
includes hundreds of freeware programs) plus the
DJ Bargain Software Bundle CD-R0M from
Q-Celt Computing as soon as we are confident
the programs are reasonably free of bugs.

Compad Flash for Q40/Q60?
Q40 hardware designer Peter Graf has been
experimenting with using compactflash memory
adaptors via an IDE interface to his Q40 and Q60.
Although he says it's early days and he does not
really have ihe time to pursue this as much as
he'd like, Peter indicated on the QL users Ernail

[/ailing List that initial results were promiising,

CompactFlash is a kind of flash memory system,
as used on some digital cameras. Qlers will also
be familiar with a sirnilar technology from TF
Services, called RomDisq. ln essence it allows
you to have solid state hard disks based on
memory technology which does not lose its
content when switched off, Flash memory can be
slower than modern hard disks, and usually lower
capacity, but has the advantages that there are
no moving parts, no noise in operation and is

very reliable

QL Web Sites List
Tony Firshman writes:
This gives a good list of QL related sites:
http:l/directory. g oog le.comlTop/Co mputers/
Systenns/$inclair/QL/

tEdifor's nofe: ean't have been thaf good a list,

as it didn'f list rny website! lf does, however lisl
fhe Ouantum Rirng list of Ql--related websites
whfch currently consists of over a dozen Ql-
web sites including my own. However I tried to
make up for the omission by using its facility to
send them an email with details of sites fo be
added, although at the time of writing it hadn't
been added I hope all OL website owners will
also bombard them with emails to ensure thal
as many QL sites gel reeognifion as possrble
{spread the OI- gospeL..J

Norfolk QL lJser Group
Tarquin Mills writes:
ACCUS is a local Norfolk QL user group
Membership is free and I have just been offered
some free monitors, We have meetings ai the
Billy Bluelight Pub {Hall Road, Norwich, the
Queens Road end) backroom Join our mailing list
for dates of future meetings, see our website for
details
www. planet'l 4.sonowconr/com p/accusl
We can supply local help and hardware.

JMS News
lf anybody still has my old email address at
t-online.de: please delete it! I have moved every-
thing from this provider for several months and I

pop this account maybe twice a week - and
sooner or later will stop using it at all,

Please use srnsq@.!-nn-s.eom or JMerz@j-nps.de
or JMerz@im-$.conn
I managed to get alternative ink cartridges for
the new EPSON Stylus Color models
Black ink for ihe 480 and 580 costs DM 26,90.
Black ink for the 680 is still pretty expensive, DM
38,90 (still cheaper than the original) Black ink for
the BB0 costs only DM 26,90 Colour for the 480,
580 and BB0 DM 32,90 As for the other inks,
minimum order is three cartridges.

QL News List Changes
from Jochen Merz
QL News list was hosted on Listbot
The listbot owner inlormed all users that listbot
will be shut down soon. They offer a better {paid)
list handling service,
lnstead of moving to another list handling service
which may shut down sooner or later too and
bring up the same problem, ldecided I would use
the list features provided by my j-m-s.com
provider
It is not as advanced as listbot, but it is without
their advertising. ln addition, I have conlrol over it
- i.e. I can take care about repeated 'out of office"
messages eic.
I have manually moved all current subscribers to
the new list, which is located at

QLNews@j-Rn-s.com.
Subscription to this lisl is not automatic, to
prevent abuse. But you can unsubscribe in the
usual way, if you want to. I have removed nearly
all access f rom -ouiside" s0 that spammers
cannot get and abuse your email accounts.
The change was done about a rnonth ago it

works very well!
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QPC2v2 tJpdates
from Marcel Kilgus
OPC v2 0j tnopther with SMISO/F v2 Q9 is nowYrvv

available from the usual places. Existing users
can obtain upgrades from the Jochen Merz BBS
and websites by downloading the files, which will
require a password obtainable from Jochen Merz
before they can be used.
lssues addressed:
- Severe l6bit sprite cache bug in SMSQ/I v2bg8
- 0x0 sized windows now possible in 16bit mode
- SER-USE and PAR-USE fixed

General Election Prograrn
fronn Geoff Wicks
The 2001 edition of my General Election analysis
program is now available.
There several new features in this version, These
inchrdp B new mans additinnal infnrmation onI I rsPv,

marginal seats and a by-election command. This
command allows you to enter the result of a

by-election and predict the e{fect of the
by-election swin gs nationally,
The program can be downloaded from:
http://mem bers.tnipod.co. uk/geoftwicks/
election.htm
It can also be obtained directly from me or the
QUANTA library. lf you order from me please
send 4 first class stamps to cover post and disk
costs. Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdale, Basildon,
Hssex 5516 sHU
geoffwi cks@h otmai l. corn

Legal Clarification
Geoff Wicks
ln his report of the Portishead show Dilwyn
Jones wrote that I "had produced an Advanced
Cryptics Dictionary" for SOLVIT-PLUS, This
dictionary is, in {act, a freeware word list from the
internet that I have converted to SOLVIT-PLUS

format, As is indicated in my advertisements the
word list is copyright 1993 - 2000 J Ross
Beresford.

R\X/AP Softwara News
from Rich Mellor

Genealogy for Windows
Keep up to date with the latest version (v5 21) for
only t7.50 (send orrginal CD as proof of
purchase)

Users of QL Genealogist can now upgrade to
the Windows version for t25 (send original QL
disk/mdv as proof of purchase)

Q-Route
Don'i forget to upgrade to v2.00- cost [5 Return
your original disk.
The full version remains available for new users at

t25.
Most of the maps have now been upgraded -

send your disk back with the maps and tl per
map to get the latest versions.

GWASL v1,7
frorn George Gwilt
Followers of Norman Dunbar's Assembler series
in QL Today may like to know that version 17 of
the GWASL assembler program (Gwass Assemb-
ler Lite) by George Gwilt is now available for
download from the Other Software page on my
website.
ln fact, the files have been in my possession for
some time, but l've only just found time to update
the website (sorry Norman and George).
http://wwwsoft"net.uk/dj/software/other/gwasl'l 7.zip

Q-CELI eomputing News
Version 1.14 of the QL Emulators CD is now
available either from Q-Celt Computrng or direct
from Dilwyn Jones. This release is now a stable
version with several duff zipped files now fixed
and many new programs added to the hundreds
ol freeware shareware and PD programs already
included. The use of -QH files (see separaie
news items) means that it is easier for people
using native file access to retrieve executable
QDOS files direct from the CD without having to
either extract ihem from ZIP files or from the
QXLITVIN liles At the moment, most of the free
programs included are still in archived format, with
a few programs like Turbo and DIY Toolkit in their
own directories with QH files to see if the QH
system makes these easier io use.
Vl.i4 of the CD is still in ISO-9660/Joliet format li
is hoped that the next release will include a

Rockridge file system directory as well, to make
life easier for Amiga emulator users, for example.
We would also like to include a Mac HFS system
as well if we can find suitable sofiware {we can
affordl) with which we can create these CDs,
Version 1,4 of the DJ Bargain Bundle CD is now
available, including several new Dilwyn Jones
freeware programs. SysternSet, Metric Conver-
sions, Dictionary (including tnglish-German trans-
lation), Today and Unzip Librarian.

Wow! Too many n€ws for three
pag€s! eontinued on page 50!
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To calm the ongoing QPC-QaO discussion down, we have asked our readers to submit their
viewpoints for this issue" As promised, we then ailow a final reply from Claus and Peter Graf and
hope that the viewpoints are made clear (if not already).
Although some readers may find the subject boring by now, every letter is interesting and shows a
different point of view, or different facts. We are sure you will find it interesting.
Still, QL Today wants to stress that the views expressed in their articles are personalviews and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the publisher or thc editorial team.

Roy \flood (QBranch) writes:
Oh dear I seem to have upset Peter Graf with
some of my comments and views in recent
editions of my column. Although this was not my
intention I have no repentance to offer: What I

write in Byts of Wbod are my views - I leave the
dissemination of 'Ultimate 'liuth' to him. Still here
are a few more 'views' in response - I have little
doubt that he will start 'spitting feathers again' I

must start by saying that I still do all of the
Q Branch work on the Q 40 and I still think it is
the best native QL available at the moment but it
has little or no competition here since there are
only a few secondhand QLs, Auroras and
Gold/Super Gold cards around. I wish that the
situaiion was different.
I would also like to state a few things before we
get too far
1. The decision to stop advertising the Q 40 was
due to the fact that I have none to sell Out of a
total of 50 boards I have around 10 left which do
not work and, for which, Tony Firshman can find
no solution I did not want to stop selling the
Q 40 I did want to sell all of the 50 boards that
we bought. The suggestion thai I should sell
QPC2 in preference to the Q40 and, by inference,
actually talk people out of buying the Q 40 is

absurd. I had bought 50 boards and components
and I needed to recoup the loss that that
represented, I buy QPC2 as and when it is

ordered so there is no loss if no one bought a

copy. He seems to think there is a conspiracy
against his product ('Paranoid, me I know who
said ihat about me l').

2, Q Branch has no intention of abandoning its
support of the people who currently use lhe Q
40. We will continue to provide help, advice and
software as before.
3 When Tony Firshman and I decided to go
ahead with the Q 40 project we had no illusions
about making a profit. Quite the reverse, We sat
in an ltalian resiaurant in Germany after a QL
show and discussed the whole thing. We both

felt that it was an important thing to do and we
both thought that we would be lucky to break
even on this We discussed the possibility of add
on cards such as ethernei etc. and thought that
there might be some profit there, but on the
whole we did it because vrre felt it would keep
the QL scene alive. I don't want to present us as
the great benefactors here or to claim any spe-
cial altruism but it is annoying we we get
accused of putting profit first - especially when
we have made a loss.
4, QPC 2 is the best QL Emulator around and that
has plenty of competition, mostly free or share-
ware. lt is a good indication of just how good this
software is that so many people have bought it
when the competition is free. lt is easy to install
where most of the free ones do not seem to be
and it has the best, most up to date, operating
system.
I will ignore the silly semantics about 'platforms'

My computer is a tool not a religion so, rf it does
what I want, how I want it, then I am happy. I

suspect that goes for most users so the whole
argument is specious.

0K Feter First
Yes I did say that my Athlon PC ran some things
taster than the Q 40 and, I am sorry it does. I

used the same demonstration at Eindhoven a
couple of years ago to show how much faster
the Q 40 was ihan a Super Gold Card Aurora.
Peter was there then and did not complain it was
an unfair test. lt is not a simple screen redraw
because it is re-calculating the screen and then
redrawing it. lt was also not a case of 'feeling it
was faster'. I had two machines side by side and
hii 'ENT[R' to initiate the command at the same
time, The Q 40 was beaten by the PC by about 7

seconds
Peter is right when he says I did not have the
copyback caching iurned on, I have tried running
the program by Mark Swift and it does speed up
a lot of the processes. There is a caveat here

E CtL loday 7w



x though because the readme text suggests that| 'some programs may need patching to run withI this'. There are, as far as I can see, no instruc-

! tions on how to patch programs to run with it. I

i have run the machine with the commands in the

, boot file for a while and noticed few anomalies

r but statements like this worry me, lt took a while
x to get the boot file sorted out so that I could run
r the programs that I normally run, lf you load the
a resident file and then initiate the COPYBACK6 command ProWesS will not run, I found the bestE wav to do it was to load the extensions at the

! stait and then add the eommand at the very end

i of the BOOT file

, Benchmarks may tell you how fast a compuler

s will perform certain tasks but never how fast it
n will run an application because the appiication will
a call on drfferent parts of the computer to dox different tasks. The sum of those actions addsx up to the overall speed as experienced by a

! user and that was the point, My PC also loads

I rV databases faster under QPC 2 because it
i has a large ATA 100 hard drive but that was an

i unfair comparison so I did not mention it I could

6 have optimised the QPC 2 setup by reducing the
a RAM to BMb which would have made it run much
a faster but I ran both machines as I normally do
x with QPC 2 set to 32Mlb and all of the prograrns
s loaded on both, I had no axe to grind I was just

! making a comment about the validity of bench-

I marks not attacking the Q 40

! OL programs are, in the whole, so small that

, they load just as fast 0n any system. The soft-

s wdrc setup on all of my systems is identical with
s the same bool file being used by all four of my
a QL computers. {There are one or two, machine
n specific, differences but nothing major) PeterI may well have some things which run faster ons his Q 40 than on the PC but that was not the

I point either: He stated the Q 40 was faster than

I the PC overall by quoting benchmarks. Com-

i ments about his not being able to use certain
g procosSor specilic commands are also irrelevant.

s We have all suffered from the limitations of
x having to be backwardly compatible with earlier
e QDOS systems since the Gold Card li is a facts of life ihat users wani to run older programs ons new systems. Miracle. Tony Tebby and Marcel

] have just had to pui up with that and do whai the

I users want. We were not talking about the

i fantasy Q40 that Peter may have in his head but

6 0 resl life system that is available to the user:

s Ok on to my comments about the design of the
n Q60. Not being psychic or being in possession of
e some master spying systenr I know nothing
x aboul ihe state of the Q 60. I saw an early! prototvpe at an Eindhoven show and that was it.
E

It seems that. judging from Peter's words in the
last issue, the Q 60 is now a done deal and that it
is a Q 40 board with a 68060 processor on it
together with the various changes to the code lt
that is so then it is a shame because it could
have been better:
The whole point aboui the use of ISA slots and
SIMMS cannot be easily dismissed. Both Tony
Firshman and I searched for good l/O cards when
the first batch were not available any more we
found some but they would have required either
a rewrite of SMSQ/I or need programming on a

PC before use Jumpered l/0 ISA eards with a full
set of serial/parallel,floppy and hard drive ports
were not to be found. As time goes by these
items will become rarer and more expensive
because less people use ihem,
I work for a company which supplies PC compo-
nents and I used our database to look for them. I

did find a few very expensive boards by specia
list manufacturers but that was all. One of our
customers uses specialist ISA COMIVS cards and
they bought a large batch from their supplier
when they said they were going to cease
production just so they had spares available
Trouble is they now cannot find motherboards
with the ihree ISA slots they need. Just one
example of the pitfalls of obsolescent hardware.
You know the siory with SIMMS. Fxpensive and
outdated. Can anyone find a 30 pin SIMM higher
than 2Mb today at a price that is less than a 64
Mb DIMM ?

And the sound input. Am I missing something
here or did someone write a CD ROM driver for
SMSQ/E and forget io post it somewhere? {Well,
after I had wriiten that line I got the news that the
master of Public Domain Software, Thierry Gode
froy had written such a device and was Beta
testing it ai the momeni. I had no prior know-
ledge of this and anyway that is not what I meant.
See Byts of Wood for more comments on this.) I

can copy a sound file from another source onto
the Q 40 with no problem what I wanted was
sound inpui. I wanted a way to plug a tape
recorder or other audlo source into the Q 40 and
record that. lf the input had been provided then
someone might have written the application to
do it. ls this not what the concept says? give
people the hardware and the open source to the
devices and they will all write the software.
The story of why I suggested that there were
differences between the various Q40s around is
rather complex. The first inkling of this was in

Paris when Tony Tebby first demonstrated the
colour drivers. He ran code on my machine and
got different results to those on his machine
After a lot of testing and examination he found

8L fiodey w



ihat he had a different processor to that in my
machine and that was the cause. Later as the ihe
colour drivers began to develop, I received a few
beta versions to test. I was very pleased when I

was able to start using my Q40 in earnest but I

soon realised that some programs just did not
work The principle one was ihe Qliberator com-
piler but these easiest one to test was The
Lonely Joker On my Q40 I exec'd the program
and it went into a loop with nothing displayed on
the screen. I reporled this to TT who said that it
worked on his Q40 OK check out the B0OT file
and remove items to see if there is any inter
ference - no luck At first I put it down to the pro-

cessor difference between TT's machine and my
own but then TT sent us a test iloppy. This loa-
ded a copy ol SMSQ/I and fired up several
programs including The Lonely Joker 0n my
machine it failed, on Tony Firshamn's it worked
Tony had lust sent three completed Q40s for
despatch to users so I tested them. Two failed
and one worked. At the time we tested
everything we could and I even swapped every
removable chip, one by one, on the board which
worked with the one which did not. No help Little
wonder we suspected a hardware fault. lt was
only recently that some light was shed on ihe
problem when Tony found a couple of bugs in

SMSQ/F but we are still not 10070 sure of the
answer
The thing is thai the results were always con-
sistent. One board always worked and the other
ones did not. I was told that the bug would
produce random errors but this is not random,

Small wonder then, that we concluded there was
a difference. Jochen and Tony also agreed with
this conclusion.
I put these questions into my column in case
someone had an answer to them. I could keep
qulet so no-one knew but that is hardly ethical
and the more people who are looking the more
likelihood there is someone finding a solution, ls

that wrong ?

On the whole I think I have given the Q40 rny tull

support but I do refuse to stay quiet when I find a
problem or want to suggest improvemenis,

Claus Next.
ln the article by Claus Graf in the last issue there
are also some strange assertions. Many people

are passionate about their dislike of Windoze and

the Gates Fmpire and there can, indeed, be some
strong reasons for this. The latest M$ moves,

reported on the Register web site
(wwwtheregistenco"uk), were towards an

attempt to make it illegal to sell a PC without an

operating system and for Operating System :
read 'Windows'. This is a kind of totalitarian con r

cept thai we can do without. There is, however: :
room in this world for all systerns and you should ;
not let a prejudice against a system/company/ ;
manufacturer blind you to the merits of some of r
its products - or an enthusiasrn for it make you I
hide its defects. &

Claus also falls into the classrc trap of treating QL !
as an icon and treating the community of QL !
users as participants in some kind of religron. He :
seizes upon the concept that QPC will help the :
QL to survive as some kind of heresy stating.that ;'The QL is hardware' and 'QPC is emulator ;
software'. I have broached this sublecl several I
times in my columns in the magazine. We can ill a

afford to start splitting the users in to 'true users' r

and 'heathens' and anyway the argument is silly, s

Yes, if you are some kind of obsessive you may E

think that it is important that it does not use an :
lntel processor but most people don't. My PC ;
uses an AMD chip so what about that?
His expertise in programming my allow him to ;
write his own OS but that is not true of most &

users so, no matter what system they are using, r
DOS, Windoze, SMSQ, QDOS, Linux etc., they are &

always at the mercy of that 0S, lf you use QDOS I
you do not have 'complete control' you still have E

to obey the rules that QDOS sets out it may be :
that there are less rules but then it is a simpler I
system and has less inherent capability. x

QPC may only run SMSQ/E but then why would I ,
want to run QDOS when SMSQ/E is so much E

better and has so much more scope? This is no E

criticism of the great work that Mark Swift put !
into QDOS Classic or that effort that Lau Reeves x

made when he wrote Minerva but things move &

on. &

A computer has two main uses. lt is both a tool :
and a source of entertainment. As a tool it needs ;
to be able to perform all of the tasks that you ;
need it to and, if those tasks include editing ot I
complex graphic files, writing CDs, Scanning etc I
you have to resort systems other than the &

standard QL This is obvious - it is also not a r
punishable offence. The ariicle mentions a few r

programs 'driven by the Q 40' Well pqiv is a :
good viewer and I was impressed when I saw it :
5n the first Q 40 demo bui it is just a viewer; no !
editing, no development, QSplayer is a good ;
sound player but no wav file support and, with- I
out the sound input {see above) just a player of E

files in an obscure format When I asked Claus I
how to get files in ub format to play on the Q 40 !
I was directed towards 'Awave' a PC program to x

convert the files. E

Sprited is pretty good, and I have noi seen the :
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high colour fractal software so I will have to go
looking. {where might they be-ah, on a web site
and to download them on a QL ..,.,) The 3D
modelling program is interesting but very basic
and purely command line driven A good start but
not a real commercial style application amongst
them. The only thing I have seen which may be a
real full colour application for the QL is Jim
Hunkins proposed QDT and that was developed
on, and as a response to, to the facilities oftered
by QPC 2 version 2. I don't want to be negative
here - I want more and better software what I do
not want is for people to say you have it already
when you clearly have only the first steps on a

long and fraught road. Congratulations for taking
the first steps- but keep walking.
There was an ugly rumour circulating in lhe early
days of the QXL that the very existence of this
card was leading people away from the QL into
the world of the PC lt is fairly easy to see how
this started and why but, in my experience as a

trader; this has never really been the case. Most
of the people who bought the QXL already had a
PC to put it in and saw it as a way of having two
things in the same box. Those that did not, and I

was one, managed to get hold of one of the rare

Laptops with an ISA slot so we had a portable

QL at last. I had my original 386 laptop with its
QXL card in it for two years and all it ever ran

was SMSQ/E! I used the second, 486, laptop with
Windoze 3.1 for internet access and SMSQ/I and
it was not until I siarted running the shop that I

really got involved with Windoze 9x at all.

As far as QPC 2 is concerned, lets face it, no

one is going to lash out all that money to buy a
PC jusi to run a fast QL. Most of the people who
have bought QPC 2 from me have done so
because they either
a) needed a PC for some reason (work,

compatibility, internet access etc.)

b) were given a second hand unit when their
children had upgraded (largest group this)

c) had moved away from the QL and found out
about the emulators on the net and wanted to
get back into it for fun,

lncidentally, many of the latter group had tried the
freeware emulators and had problems getting
them up and running so went for the simple
solution.
Claus says that he does not know anyone who
came to the QL via QPC but I know two One
helped his dad install his, got interested and
bought a copy himselt and the other worked
with a company that kept its records on QLs and
wanted a good way io learn to use a QL
alongside his PC, I doubt whether either of these
use the QL much because the learning curve is

steep and the books to learn it are not there but
that is not the point.
I also have one customer who bought a Q 40
having abandoned the QL ages ago, He had
forgotten a lot of the things he knew about it and
missed all the developments over the years so
had to come to see me to get a few tips and
ideas to get him started. He is now active on the
iniernet user group and may prove to be a

valuable asset to the community {Hi lanl)
Claus also worries about losing people to the PC
but I know four QL Users who are now LINUX
Users exclusively. Maybe we should not have
LINUX on the Q 40 to stop them going over to
the other side? or maybe we should ban all men
tions of LINUX in this magazine only loking that
point of view is complete rubbish.
Using the Q 40 has forced me to use a PC word
processor to write some of my letters these
days because I cannot run Text 87 on it (no

His-res Mode 4) and I don't like the alternatives of
rebooting to run in 512 x 256, an old version of
SMSQ/I or using Quill or Perfeciion. Paragraph is
pretty good but jusi not reliable enough yet.
I have never 'pushed' QPC 2 to anyone. For a
long time my adverts for the Q40 were larger
and louder than those for QPC and I have, in

most of my columns for lhis rnagazine, said how
much I like using my Q40. This was written on
three different computers. lt started in the US on
my Psion series 5, was transferred to my Q40
and later edited on my laptop under QPC 2,

Unfortunately for every person who asked about
the Q40 tive asked about QPC I cannot help that.

We cannot fit people with with PC or for that
matter LINUX sensitive blinkers to stop them
seeing, using or hearing about things that may
seem to be, or indeed actually be, better than the
QL
What we can do is to try to work together to
make our system better improve our support to
the users and stop squabbling like children in a
playground about which is the'true way'.

My last answ€r
By Wolfgang Uhlig
ln the last issue of QL Today (as well the tnglish
as the German one) the Graf-clan again tries to
blame a couple o{ people What Claus Graf writes
about me, however is such a ridiculous nonsense
that I at first did not know whether to laugh or to
be annoyed.

I have decided to laugh
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A B;t Puzzled
Jim Hunkins
I have been reading the 'diseussion' in the last
few issues concerning native QL hardware ver-
sus emulators. I am, to be frank, puzzled. With our
QL community as small as it is, why would any
one want to set up divisions within it by saying
one way is better than another
Looking at my own usage and preferences, I slar-
ted up with the QL because I love to tinker On
the QL I could tinker with both the software and
hardware, learn from my fellow users, and feel
+l'^+ 1,.,^^ ^^^^-^l;^h;^^ ^^*^+h;^^ ^^,{rnar r was accompilsnrng somernrng ano enjoylng
myself at the same time.
As the years went by, I wanted to stay with the
QL because I loved the system. I almost didn't
stay with it because of conflicting interests and
severe time limits. What kept me on board? Many
things The friends that I have developed over
the years, the developnnent of new software
such as SMSQ/E, ProWesS and the high color
drivers, and emulators that let me run SMSQ/E
anywhere I wanted to, To name just a few things
I am currently working on a new major piece of
software {QDT - the QL DeskTop). lt never would
have happend if it weren't for the support I am

Setting and the fact lhat QPC (the emulator) lets
me work on it just about anywhere I go wlth my
handy little laptop. By the way, just because I am

not using QL native hardware for my project's

development, I hope that no one will write the
project off as insignificant, ai least until they try it
out in person. ,) lSorry ' just could not help my
self af ter reading that all maior sof tware
development was only done on native hardware!
lwill try to behave nowl
I have been reading about the 'pros' and'cons'of
native hardware versus emulators on other plat-

forms, about the evil of Micro $oft, etc. To be
honesi with you, I don't care either way. The
bottom line is, in my case only, QPC2 allows me
to keep using my favorite system wherever I go I

imagine if I had more time or different interests, I

would be slaving away on a Q40 or Q60 too
(almost bought a Q40 about a year ago). These
days I tend to be more interested in sofiware for
my hobby, probably because I design hardware
for a living. {By the way, my occupational choice
had a major jump start thanks to my experience
with Sinclair computers.)
Today I am with the QL scene primarily because
of the community. I will stay with it as long as I

can have fun and can possibly find a bit of time
to leave the 'real'world behind for my hobby,

I am noi about to worry about why someone
else uses any form of our systems. 0r whether
they use them for fun or for business, All I care

about is that I can still use it and others are also
using it. And that we can share our experiences
and continue with our friendships.
My recommendation is that we all keep doing
whal we are doing, whatever the reason. And,
above all, continue to enjoy ourselves and our
friendships.
Keep QLing

Three in one
Jochen Merz
Some facts and comments regarding Claus Grafs
^r+'rla Ll^ ^^+ '.,an* *n -,1',^'+;^^ f\Da h^"^ +L^dl tlulg. I UU llUt vvdllL l.U dUVtr;l tlJg Wf U tlgtg LilC

way Claus, in my opinion, advertised Q40, but as
I am selling QPC to customers I have a pretty
good idea what people want and why they want
it. A,s I am a QL user a QL dealer and a QL maga'
zine edito/publisher I feel addressed by Claus ar-
ticle in each of the functions. I don't want to reply
lhroo timoq. hv cnlitiincr rrn ihe vior,vnnintc Qn

here they are all together

[.lserlEditor:
I cannot see Wolfgang Uhlig 'praising" Windows
ln fact, he uses the word'Windows' only a few
times in his article, whereas you, Claus, refer to
M$ and Windows about 10 times as often in your
article. Why complain aboui Wollgang referring
to Windows in the QPC relationship (which is

very much QL related, even if you don't like it)

and refer even more to Linux yourself ? We
certainly do not want a PC-QL Today, but we also
don't want a Linux QL Today either Let's face it'
Wolfgang does not benefit fromr anything at all by
telling us his opinions, whereas your opinions
could be regarded as self-advertising for your
brothers product.

Eealer:
Faci: QPC has brought several ex-Qlers back to
the QL world.
Fact: I know many customers who would have
given up on our system had there not been QPC
Fact: Without QPC we would not have portable

QD0S/SMSQ systerns.
ls all that so bad?
Windows may not be easy to set up. But putting
SMSQ/E on a pre-installed system (this is what
you buy nowadays) is dead easy - you really
exaggerate here. You do not even have to
"install' it in any way, just double click it on the
disk As long as you use Windows to run QPC
only, all the negative items you list do not apply
at all.

l..lser/Dealer:
Unfortunately, and I really say unfortunately, there

ww &X- ff'odcy
4flTJ
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have been no large commercial applications
written for the QL, However this situation exists
for at least 5 years. Can QPC {which was not
available at this time) be blamed for this?

Dealer:
Claus states that without the Q40 there would be
no colour drivers. Maybe the "yet' is missing.
Without Tony Tebby there would be no colour
drivers at all Howeve( the Q40 has helped by
speeding up the development a lot.
I still cannot see why people should only be
allowed to us this or the other system, and why
using Linux should be better or worse than using
Windows,
My feeling is that most people use QDOS/SMSQ
because they can do with it what THIY want
and, more important, the way THEY want to do it
Programming the system in BASIC is very useful
for many Qlers, and it works the same way on
any system QL, Q40, QPC, whatsoever At the
speed current systems work, I'd say that speed
is not really the issue anymore. lt is ihe way the
overall work can be done. And I still prefer to use
my TT to do most of my daily work although the
Q40 and QPC on my PC is several times faster:
Many peopie use a QDOS/SMSQ system be
cause they like it the way it is I agree that it
would be nice to have more large applications,
but how many will be sold? lt is not the applica-
tions which hold the QL scene together: it is the
toolkits, extensions and system management
software which allow the users to set up their
systems individually and do THIIR work I do my
work for QL Today on various systems, and I use
the bits which I find most useful of each system.
Picture scanning is done under Windows, text
input and conversion under SMSQ, layout under
TOS (the ATARI operating system) Still, the rest of
the work {except for email and internet stuff) is
done under SMSQ/E and will be done that way
for the future. I do have a personal interest in
SMSQ/[, not lust being a QL dealer
Believe me, Claus, and I can speak for the other
dealers too: we're trying our best to keep every-
thing going - there is not much commercial in it
nowadays {let alone making much profit) and I

think we are doing pretty well considering this
We'd be happy to sell products {this would at
least help covering the expenses for travelling to
the QL shows) and whatever helps to gei more
applications is appreciated by us. However: if I

had to switch to Linux to use them on the Q40,
they are even less helpful, l'd rather have them
for QDOSISMSQ as this would mean I could run
them on all of my systems and - trying not to be
short-sightened, they could actually be sold to

more customers than just Q40 customers.
When we asked customers what sort of appli-
cations they would like, there were next to no
replies except for the major wish of internet/email
access, This says a lot, and can be interpreted in
various ways, Speaking to the customers shows
that they are fairly happy with what they have
because it runs THEIR programs and allows them
to develop programs/tools to suit their needs, lf
you speak to i00 Qlers about the use of their
sysiem, you'll probably get g5 different replies
and aboul 60 different wishes Can these wishes
be fulfilled? Yes and No, I'd say. We don't have big
blown up programs which fill your harddisk and
memory and which the individual user only needs
5% .., but we have the tools to allow the user to
combine them in a way he wants.
I like your idea of how user requests should
enforce programmers to come up with what the
users want and I really wished it would be more
realistic. Looking at your list of recent develop-
ments, I find lots of useful tools, but we are still
lacking a major killer application which would
bring new people to the QL scene.
How many"commercial" programs are on your list
of recent developments? Are there any? lt is very
nice of the programmers that they release their
work for free, but this is not really aiming towards
your (and our) hopes and ideas, unfortunately. A
QL dealer jusi cannot survive by travelling around
and selling the odd ZXB301 or pack of disks, ln
addition, this list underlines my theory of
how/why QL programs are created. Not because
of a driving rnarket force. I have been the QL
scene for 15 or 16 years now and most programs
were created because the author was lacking a
tool for himsell or just liked to program it. Later
he thought about it - and maybe because he
showed it to other people this turned into a
commercial product by adding more features, a
beiier user interface, and in the next stage, it
improved due to user feedback, This is good in
some ways, as most products we are using are
done by users for users, and this is why they are
useful and we like to use them,
Giving everything away for free is nice, but does
it really help? Will this lead to more programs?
Who would undertake the risk to spend months
and months programming for the QL (which is
financially not rewarding anyway) when a similar
prograrn may be available for free two weeks
earler or later? ln larger markets, programmers
would not worry too much about it, because
there will be sales although there is a lot of
similar free or shareware stuff around - just selling
to 1/1000th of their user base may make it
worthwhile Unfortunately this is not true for the
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QL scene, So, I would not rnind to pay for pro-
grams which I use. ln fact, when PBOX came out
some years ago, I slarted to collect money on a
voluntarily base and handed it over to Phil Bor-
man, although it was free. This shows that peo-
ple are willing to pay for something useful
Finally, consider how long we are waiting for the
internet access to happen (and this is a collective
wish, not a I out of 1000). Let's hope at least this
one becomes a reality very soon,
Fortunately, there were and still are positive

exceptions to what I said above The forth-
cnmino ODT nrooram is desisned to take userf-' " 6' -'
wishes into account right from the start. Frorn

what Jim Hunkins explained during his talk at the
US show I am sure this is something most of you
would like to buy immediately.

Steve Hall writes:
Peter Graf wrote a rather scathing response to
Roy Woods remarks in the previous issue, re-
garding the recent QL Users mail group, Q40 v
QPC debate.
Roy was poiniing out some personal compari
son observations and some of the pitfalls of
either system. User perception is what really mat-
ters, technical merit is only of secondary impor-
lance. Should QL users choose to upgrade, they
will choose the route lhal best suits their indivi-
dual circumstances. Benchmarks, purism and
technical merit are unlikely to influence that
decision much.
ln my opinion the Q40 offers me a fast QL and a
slow Linux machine (if I want it) with limited
hardware expansion potential. With QPC2 on an

up-to-date PC (running Windows) I have a fast

QL, a fast Linux machine (see above) and a fast
Windows machine (contradiction in terms?) with
hardware upgrade and expansion only limited by
what is currently available. For me; no contest.
Purists and Wintelphobes may disagree.
There is more than enough room for these very
different products in the market, so nit picking on
the basis of technical merit, between them is

largely irrelevant.

Marcel Kilgus writes:
Warning: this is another article on the everlasting

Q40 vs. QPC argument. I know many of you are

bored by this, but there are some things in the
articles of Claus and Peter Graf I iust have to
reply to. I'll try to keep my speech short, though,
iherelore I'll just skip Claus' discussion of Wolf-
gang's article. lt seems to me that Claus has read

a version different from the one in my QL Today

anyway.

What I have to answer however is his "why QPC
is no QL" column. This implicates by the way that
QPC users are no QL users and therefore are no
part of the QL communrty This offends QPC
users. They're waiting for an apology [.] (any

similarities with Claus' article are purely coinci-
dental. 0r maybe ii's just sarcasm)

"A QL is not an lntel PC 1,,1"

To be precise: a QL is a black box, designed and
manufactured by Sinclair: Therefore neither the
Q40 nor QPC can ever be a QL. The only thing
they can be is "compatible" Like QPC the Q40
hardware is not hardware compatible to the QL.
What's remaining is software compatibility, and
that's in fact exactly what QPC provides
Originally I was going to address the other claims
in a similar manne[ but as we now already know
that neither the Q40 nor QPC is a QL I spare you
the rest.
My conclusion was and still is: Some people will
prefer native hardware, some people will prefer
ernulators. The QL community would lose many
members if one of the two got lost, regardless
which one.
Now to Peter's article:
'The author [ne, Marcel]called it [QPC] a'QL'and
a 'platform all by itsell'. At this point I feel free to
say that the Q40, not QPC, really is a platform to
run different operating systems."
l've never claimed that you can run all OSs you
want on QPC, so what's the point? Obviously the
whole confusion just originated in different defini-
tions of "platlorm". Mine's this: QPC does not
emulate any hardware available on the planet
(and even beyond, I think), Therefore it's a QL
platlorm o{ its own and not only an emulator for
some other platform. lt's as simple as that.
Peter says that he cannot imagine how Roy
could have the impression that QPC was faster
than his Q40, He answers that the overall perfor
mance of a Q40 is clearly better than on the
mentioned QPC machine. This is true, however
most applicalion don't rely much on the "overall"

performance but do specific tasks which can,
due lo several improved routines in QPC, be con-
siderably laster To give examples' on an Athlon
700 the Test909 math benchmarks is 4 tinres and
the graphics benchmark is 2,5 times as fasl as
on a Q40. This does nol mean that QPC is faster
in general, but on certain applications it CAN be
noticeably faster I know that in order to com-
pletely compete with a Q40, even in pure proces-

sor speed, one needs at least an Athlon 1400 (to
provide facts: QPC scores 2 bogomips more [670]
and 700 dhryslone less (206) than the numbers
Peter himsell provided for the Q40) But that's
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not what Roy said He said that in the end it
matters how fast the applications run and this
heavily depends on the application.
At the end I'd like to thank Peter for his rernark of
having audio input through the CD-ROM drive
This really made my day {hmmm, looking at it this
way even QPC has audio input. And even output,
as it can play audio CDs directly ;-)
Long live the QL *community*!

\flolfgan g Lenerz writes:
This week I felt like doing something rather nasty,
and since the Editor of this august publication

invited the users to comment on the QPC v Q40
debate, I thought I'd do that, but then I thought of
something even nastier - why not comment, for
once, 0n an entire edition of QL Today {or "QL

Toady' as some would have us believe), 0f
course, it is always easy to criticize people for
their opinions they have had the courage to
publish {which is why I felt nasty,,.).

Ok, so in no particular order (or rather the order
of the original articles as appered in QL Today)

here it goes,
First to come under fire is Geoff Wicks, who
imprudently voices the opinion that speed is of
no essence (as long as you have reached a
sufficient speed, e.g. Gold Card), and that today's
machines have more than enough memory etc.
To quole: "how many of us really need more than
the 4 MB of the Super Gold Card?". Well, I

certainly do My main "QL" has about 32 MB of
memory, and of that, there are routinely only 20
MB free
I just have a lot of things running in the machine
at once (hence, also the need for speed). And
this is when l'm NOT developing a program, when
I'd be having a compiler: several editors, Basic
Linker etc running as well. Of course, I could do
with less programs loaded into memory at once-
l'd iust have lo unload/load programs as and
when I need them. But the purpose of a

computer is to make our lives easier {even
though it often seems to be the contrary), so if I

can have all of my programs loaded and at my
beck and (altkey) call, why not? So, I could make
do with less speed and less memory - but I

wouldn't want to,
Geoff asks himself why somebody would wani
to multitask 12 programs or more. The answer is
quite easy, iI in this context 'multitasking" is
meant as having the ability to call prograrns up
via an Altkey VIRY quickly, because this
corresponds to the way most people work-and
mostly not because of choice, but because of
necessity. ln a typical office day {where I still use
the QL), I am constantly interrupted - by the

telephone, the fax, a secretary or even myself if I

remember that I have to do something urgently
That also means that I constantly switch between
a fax program, a contacts management program,
an accounting program (when the post with the
cheques comes in ,-)), a case management
program, a calculator; a wold processor a

spellchecker a files management program and
whatnot.
The advantage of the QL is that I can have that
flexibiliiy - why should I forego it?
Geoff then mentiones the myriad extensions that
exist, and whether we need them all. l, for one,
routinely load and use Prowess for some
homemade prograrns {for example, Proforma is
the easiesi thing I have found to prini sideways,
e g large spreadsheets) so I always load the
extensions that go with it. Actually, I ALWAYS load
35 extension files things like the rnanu
extensions, Qmon/Jmon, Qpac2, fileinfo, the Qlib
extensions, the Prowess extensions, Datadesign
engine and so on. How many of then do I use
daily? All of theml They are all used by some of
my programs, and l'm quite aware of what they
do, thank you.
I'm also quite capable of remembering what my
keyboard shortcuts do, nearly all of my keys {and
some shifted, too) are made into altkeys and I

remember every single one of them, because I

use them daily or nearly so. As to the question of
whether it is better to have a "soviet general's"
button list, or a minimalist approach, I think that it
a question of personal taste. Personally, since I

use Altkeys, I don't need many buttons that
also leaves me more screen real estate for my
other programs.
Continuing my perusal of QL Today, I come
accross Roy Wood's series on gelting into

QPAC2, This sort ol series always leaves me a
bit bemused - not, I hasten to add, because of its
intrinsic value or the content that Roy has so
painstakenly put into it, but because even today
there still is a need lor it. I don't remember when
exactly QPAC2 came out, but it was quite a long
time ago - it must have been over 10 years now
It is a widely used package, and if Roy feels the
need to explain it today, that must rnean that
many people still feel that they are underusing it,

and that it is quite complicated. So what have
these people been using until now, and why
haven't they got any help before? I know for a

fact that the QL community is a very helpful one-
if you have email access, just look at the QL
discussion group. Anybody who asks a question
there (even if it is for the umptieth time the same
question) gets help quickly - generally within a

day,
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So, the fact that people, after all this time, still feel
intimidated by Qpac2 means - what?
Now for some praise: Gee Graphics {on the QL?)

is certainly the longest running series in any QL
publication, I think. We're now at part 221 H L.

Schaaf is really doing his bit for the QL
community, and I thought that we should give him

a brg round of applause, lt is not easy (l know, I

tried) to write a regular column, even every 2

monlhs, and he succeeds admirablyl Well donel
Alright, now we come to last issue's central
debate, so what are you - QPC or Q40? The
anwser is {tvlUST BE)' BOTH of eoursel The
QPC/Q40 debate has also been quite lively for
some time on the email list. I must say that I'm

getting a bit bored with it. I must also say that, in
my opinion, anybody who thinks ihat one solution
is lT and the other is NOTHING is jusi a complele
idiot. Both solutions have their Pros and their
Cons, unfortunately, and notably on the mailing
lisi, the debate got quite sidetracked by issues
such as whether QPC is a 'platform' or not I

mean WHO CARTS? All I want to know is does
this and that run my software? Yes? OK, fine. No?

Throw it away, then.
Thus, the whole discussion {started, I think by a
polemic piece by Wilfgang Uhlig) about what lS a

QL {or a platform) or not, is entirely sterile, and, I

think moot from a user's point of view: a user is

interested in whether or not "it" can run his/her
software. ll is true thai if you are a bit of a QL
fanatic (as I admit to being), then the praise lor
Windows (or Linux, or Ataridos or whatever) does
get a bit 0n ones nerves, but perhaps we should
regard those people who sing this praise with a

bit of indulgence apparently, they know no

better their's the pity! And if that sounds
'arrogant" and/or "unbelievably stupid" then I

perfectly assume my arrogance and stupidity
(and you should stop reading this if you agreel)

BOTH Q40 and QPC run existing QL software. I

have used QPC extensively over the last few
years, and I know that it works l'll be getting a
Q60 shortly (hopefully it will already be here

when you read this) and l'm quite certain it'll work,
too lf the question is which you should buy, then
the answer is that you can eilher be as crazy as I

am and buy both, because both deserve to be

bought, or look at your requirements,
The Q40/60 is the natural upgrade paih fronr an

all QL solution existing today. You'll get a fast

rnodern machine that works. You even get Linux

thrown in for free {not ihat that's an improvement).
Buying a Q40 if you wantlhave an all QL solution
makes Seilse: it is the fastest machine around

and is specially developped for our 0S. Youll be

able to use il for years and years to come.
QPC is very uselul if you already have a
windows machine. ln this respect, I would side
with Peter: don't buy a Windows machine only to
run QPC on Buy QPC is you HAVE TO use a

Windows rnachine for another reason. Buying
QPC, if you already have a Windows machine,
makes sonse: you have one computer instead cf
two, and it is also cheaper than buying a

windows box and a Q40,
I don't buy Peter's argument that using QPC
under Windows will lure you away from the QL
world, and that only the Q40 was responsible for
a certain number of new developments in the QL
world. I would NOT have programmed Agenda if I

hadn't had QPC, which allowed me to run
Prowess at an acceptable speed.
The defenders of the Q40 often forget that
people buy QpC because they already have a

PC, And why do they have a PC? Well, to do
things such as email, internet surfing, playing
games, running the software they have to use at
the off ice, digitize movies etc.
You can't ignore the world going by. You can't
ignore, if you need it, that there are machine that
can do things the QL can't do The QL can't do
them, because lhere are not enough software
authors, or because those there are still there
don't have the abilities required. I know that I can
program the QL but even if I wanted lo, I

couldn't write a video editing suite for the QL,
simply because I wouldn't know how.
The lack of software in the QL world is an

oft-decried phenomenon, and one I don't need to
go into here. However; Peter should realise that if
people go the Wintel route, it is often because
they don't have any choice. I know how often I

had to re-rnstall the *-*/s Windows OS - do you
really think I would put up with that if I had a

completely sulficient QL solution at hand?

Ultimately, and here Peter is right, it is also a

queslion of what you want to do with your
money. You can get a pretty fast Windows box
with QPC for the money you need to buy a

complete Q40 However this is due rnore to
economics of scale than anything else, the Q40
is handbuild in very few numbers, but buying one
ensures that you support a superb hardware
devlopment, one of the few still going on {and
producing results) in the QL world (may Nasta
forgive me).

Of course, buying QPC also ensures that you
support a superb software developments in the
QL world. So what should you do? Perhaps be a
bit crazy, and buy both - one because you need
to, one because you want t0...
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I presume that I'm not the only one to have
commented on the QPC/Q4O debate, and I don't
want to leave it before having told Peter and
Marcel how much I respect the work they have
done lf you had access to the QL mailing list,

where this debate has also been going 0n, you
might have noticed that both the protagonists
were aclually much quieter than many of the
debaters (even though Peter was more active)
and both always agreed to state that the other's
development was worthwhile,
Continuing my perusal of last issue's QL Today,

then, we come aernss some useful artieles on
PRINT-USING and also printer drivers, lsn't it
funny how some subjects stay with us from day
1? Using Quill and printers has been a subject for
articles since the very first Quanta magazine
and today, it still is wilh us. That also shows how
we, as a community, are able to react to
technological changes, because when Quill was
written, nobody really thought that one day it
would be used with a laser prrnterl Actually, since
I recently got a second hand printer that uses
PCL emulation mode, I'rn quite looking forward to
the next instalment of that series...

QL Forever!

David Eenham writes:
Well done QL Today, on making an issue ol a

subject few of r:s believed to be contentious. I

for one am quite happy with my QL and Gold
Card, lt serves my computing needs well

enough. I run a small business and write my own
programs in QL BASIC, I am unlikely to be able to
afford eiiher a Wintel box or Q40 or Q60 on my

incorne, so the whole debate is irrelevanl to
many of us I feel and lhe Graf-Uhlig et al debate
is boring as far as l'm concerned. lf I have to
comment either way, I'd say that QPC is the best
route for those who already are mad enough to

go the Wintel route. lt provides the means to turn
those devices into something that QL traditiona-
lists such as I would understand. And for those
who may have bought the Wintels to be com-
patible with work needs for example, it keeps
them with QDOS. No problem with that part of
the equation. For those who can afford it and
who prefer the QL hardware ror.ite, Q40 and Q60
are the best routes. No problem with that either ln

other words, what's the problem? Both QPC2 and
Q40 have their places, to suit the needs of the
QLer concerned. ls QPC likely to lure Qlers away
into becoming PCers? Well, is Q40 likely to make
us into Linux penguins (given that one of the
attractions of Q40 is the version of Linux
available)? In that sense, the criticism of QPC may
also apply to the Q40l The editor of QL Today
does not help this debate. He often moans about
his PC system but praises QPC then longs for
the 'TCP/|P' system often mentioned but rarely
seen in QL public Given the amount of internet'
mentions in QL Today, I guess he must be using
the PC for his internet access - it must work so
why complain about it if using it? ln conclusion, I

feel this is a non-issue. One system will suit the
needs ol some, the other will suit the needs of
others. Both can help keep the QL scene going
and you'll always have fans of one system or the
other:
Now to come clean. Being on a low income, I

can't really afford to subscribe to QL Today ' a

friend and I "share" the subscription and both read
the same issue. Feeling a bit guilty about ihat I

send the editors the occasional article for
publication to repay the efforts of the publishers
in bringing us a magazine I generally enjoy
reading, even if some of the content is too
advanced for me I enloy tackling new things and
sharing my discoveries (hence my article about
PRINT-USING in a receni issue). Hope you find
them useful. Now I will go away and dream about
alfording a Goldfire or Q60l

aaxEggaasrynnngryaaaaaSalalgrEnrgxxnnaE&6aKw8&

eongratulationl You rnade it through!
At the time I layed out all the articles lhad to read through them, of eourse" And I anr glad I

read them. Although they are all fairly different, they have many things ln common. And
several viewpoints seem to match, actually scoring on "both sides". Which shows that there
is no general "pro or against" - at least not from the majority. And if some people feel that
one or the other product is betten suiled for them - fine! - then it is sornething which has to be
accepted too" Everybody l'rad his/her chance lo state her view, Feter and Claus have their
finalchanee to reply if they wish so - and then (at least for QL Today) this story willend, And
regarding QL Today itself: we believe in support of EVERY Qt compatible systenn. lt is
natural ihat more recent products get more publicily than older ones ".. and if you feel older
systenns need more support than start writing an article now about your use of your system
or what you would like to be published - Qt Today lives from your feedbaek!
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A UK 4-way trailing socket designed to switch off
computer peripherals automatically when the com-
puter is srvitched off, or (in the case of an ATX com-
puter) when it auto-1rcwers down. Comptwilch l:e;s
one control socket, and three switched sockets.

Cost.......... ......924
* * * * * ** * * * * * *NETV* * ** J.* * * * **** *

{"lp to I mbyte of flash $rcmory for t}ee QL
A small plug in circuit for the QI-'s ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 mbytes of pennanent storage -
it can be thought of as a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads at some 2 mbytes per sccond.
Think of it - you could firlly boot an expanded eL.
including all drivers/SMSQ etc off RomDisq at hard
disk speed u'ith only a mefil{f,ry expansion neederl.

2 mbyes RomDisq....... . ".f39 (t 4O/f"41)
4mbytes R omDisq..............965(t66/€67)
8 mbytes RomDisq..........f98 (f99lf 100)

A,urora adaptor...., . . . . ... .gS ([].5(]/e4)
sunerflerBnes

A neajor hardware upgrade for the QX,
A11 Hermes features (working serl/2 at 19200,
independent baud rates/de-bounced keyboard/
keyclick) IBM AT kbd lif // HIGI{ SPEED RS232 at
5160A/l serial mouse port a-nd 2 other RS232 inputs//
3 I/O trines // EEPROM
Cost (including manual/software) *,90 ({92/ 893)
IBM AT IIK layout Keyboard........... . gll (f,13/gl5)
Serial mouse . .,, ..... ... ...t8 (f8.50/f9)
Capslock/scrollock LED ................ gl (g 1 . 50/f 1 .50)
Keyboard or rnouse lead ....... ".......... &3 (r3. 50/[3. 50)
High speed serial (ser3) lead ........... 94 (t4. 50/f4. 50)

Hcrmes available for f,25 (L26ltLl) Working sertr/2
and independent input, debouneed ke1&oard.

SuperKernrres }.XTS: All Hermes features (see
above) + an IBJv{ AT keyboard interface only.
Cost (incl keyboard lead) ................... S,53 (f.54/85 5)

E4EI,ANE
A low proflle powered backplane wit]a RO]d pox"t

A three expansion backplane witir ROM port included for
RomDisq etc. Aurora can he fitted in notebook case and
powered off single 5V rail - contact QBranch for details.
Two boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card./Super Gold CarcV
Goldlire fixed to base. Suitatrle for Aruora (ROM accessible
from outside) & QL motherboard in tower case. Specifu
ROa,l facing IN to'uvards boards. or OUT' tow,ards back of

Cost.......".,".. f,34 (935/S36)

{?C XNTF'RF"ACFS
Connects to Minewa MI(II and any Philips IzC trus

Pqwer llriver Interface 16 VOtines with t2 of these usedto
control I current car{rng outputs (source and sink capatrle)
2 arnp (for 8 rdays, small rnotors) .... .... ....... . .. L48 ({,43 / f,44)
4 amp rotal (for motors erc)................... f,45 (€48/f50)
RelaVs (8 3a i2v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a power
driver),...,......, .525 (L28/L29)
Para_llgl-lnterface Gives 16 rnpuVoutpur liues. Can be
used wherever iogic signals are required..". .....L25 (f2'lILZS)
Analog[e Intgrifage Gives eighf I bit ahalogue ro
digital inputs (ADC) and fwo I bi0 digital to nnalogue
output$ (DAC). Used for temp measurements, sound
sampling (to 5 KIIz), x/y plotting............,....S30 (f31lf.-12)
TemB prqbe (-400C to +125oC).............." {10 (€10.50/t1 i )
Connector for four temp probes.......,.. ... S10 (€ 10. 50/91 I )
Defa sheets..,. .. {2 ([2.50/t3)
Control $offware & mannral (for all UF)...... t2 (€2.50/€3)

-- 
Al nneamS:{XlN< nn

Fixed price for unmodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs
tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

f21 lulrcl6 month guarantee

Wfinervs
fnc OntCnVfX,s.vstem

OTI{ER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operating system/ autoboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- graphics
(within I0% of lightning) - stnng handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screen/ TRACE/ non-English keybomd
driversl "wqnn" fast reset. V1.97 with split OUTFIIT
baud rates (+ Hcrmes) & built in Muitibasic.

First npgflde free. Othenx/ise send f,3 (+f5 for manual if reqnd)"
Send dish plus SAE or two trRCs

MK[...f,40 (f,4r/ f,43) MKr[...96s (fi66/ fr61]

MINERVA RTC (MIff) + battery for 256 bytes ram.
CRAStr{PROOF clock & I2C bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from battery backed ram. Quick start-up.

Keltoard membrane ................................. lto longer on sale
1377 PAL . €31€1 50/€4)
Cilcqitdiagrams . ................ .f3(r3.50/f,4)
68008 cpu or 8049 IPC............ .... fS (€8.50/[9)
8101/8302 or JM ROM or serial lead.. .. .{'10 (€i0 50/t1 1)
Power supply (sea mail overseas) ..,.,.............. f 1? ({"17 I {21)

Prices lnclude postage and packing (Airmail where tpplicable). Prices are: fIK (Eutope /Rst ofworld),
post l ord€r or CAStfl X can no longer eceept card pryment$ as UI( only does PDQ tmruaclion.

Payrnent by cheque druwn on bank with tlK addrcss,/
SAE orIRC for full list and d€tails 
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Default Drives
Davrd Denham

Toolkit 2 users have a little luxury on their sys-
tems, in the form of default drive names and
directory names. While these facilities are
commonly used, it is also common for them not
to be fully understood as well, so hopefully this
article will help the less experienced users to
undersiand a little bit more about how to use
default drives and directories on the QL.
The most obvious purpose of these commands is

to save you some typingl

lf you keep all of your data files on FLP2* and all

of your programs on FLPI-, it would be nice to be
able to omrt the drive name when copying, saving
or loading files

For example, instead of
EXEC-U FTPLQUILL
It would be nice to be able to EXEC-w QUILL.
And instead of SAVE FLPE_IvIYPROGRAfi*3AS it
would be nice to be able to save some typlng by
using the command sAVEMypRocRAu-BAs. This is
especially useful if you have a hard disk system,

or are in the habit of using subdirectories on your

floppy disks Of course, this is only possible it
your system has the facilities to create and read
these sub-directories.Older floppy disk systerns (l

think this includes liump Cards) don't have this
feature, but newer ones like Gold Card, Super
Gold Card, QXL, Q40 do. tSorne emulators such
as version 2 of QemuLator and QPC also have
this feature - EditorJ

So if your programs are held on your hard disk in
a directory called WlNl-MYPROGRAMS- for
example, imagine the saving in iyping between
EXEC-I^I WINI--I{WR0GRAMS-iRCUTVB and
EXEC_W ARCHIVE

Toolkit 2 provides the facility to set a default drive
for executable programs and for data files

separately. The facility is available from Super-
BASIC via two extensions t0 BASIC the
PROG-USE and DATA-USE commands

PROG*USE FLPI_
This command will allow programs to be siarted
by default from FLPI-. Basically, if you type in

EXEC-t*lMDV:-QUTLL it will still try to execute Quill

from microdrive 1, lf the program is noi found
there, the QL tries to append the default name to
the name you gave and tries to execute i from
there instead, effectively

EXEC-l,t FLP]*1,{DV1*QUILL Of course, this will fail
too, but if you had typed in uxrc_wQurr,r" the QL
would have failed to find that, then tried what was
in effect DGC_w FtPt-QUrrt

For data files and BASIC programs, the DATA-USI
command is used instead. So if you have typed in
DATA-USE FtPlthen attempt to
LRUN myprog-bas the QL would fail to find
m;rprog-bas and instead would try
FLPLmyprog_bas

lf you have forgotten whai value you set for
DATA-USt and PR0G-USE 0r suspect that
another program has changed them, there are
some {unctions in Toolkit 2 which will check the
settings for you:

PRINT DATAD$ will check the current DATA-USE
default drive name, while
PnINT pnocDg wiii check the curreni PROG-USE
default drive name.

There is a third default setting, called the desti-
nation default, which is used by cornmands like
COPY and COPY-N to give a default destination,
DEST_uSE snnr will ensure that the default desti-
nation is StRl. lf the name supplied ends with a'-'
characler it is assumed that this is a 'directory'

device, i.e, one which stores files.

This can become useful when dealing with
'wildcard' handling commands such as WCOPY
where a default destination can be usefully set for
when translerring a large number of files to a
given directory. This is rather an advanced sublect
for this type of beginners article, and we'll skip
this for now One useful feature is that many
versions ol ihe extensions will allow you to
specify the '*' character to signify 'use default'.
For example, !'rcopy ,_, TOFLp2_ is equivaleni in

most cases to ucopy DATADg T0 Frpa_ although
wc0PY RAMI* T0 f -t does not seem to work as
well, since it seems to add '-' to the default, so
you get something like Copy RA-t'{1*EXA-tr{pT.E_doc

to FLPl---EXAMpLE*doc (i.e, a double underscore).
Anyone know what's going on here?

Editor's comment: if you do nof want to process
the curent settings but iust "view" fhem, you
can type
DLTST

and you will see the curent seftings of
DATA*USE, PROG-USE and DEST-{.JSE!
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Gee Gnaphics! (on the
aL?) - part 23
H L Schaaf

Homogeneous coordinates and
more MATrix PROCedures
I have had some irouble trying to understand just

what "homogeneous" means in the contexl o{

computer graphics coordinates. I did f ind a

report(1) from the Universtty of Calgary, Canada
From it we learn that the history of homogeneous
coordinates goes back to Kepler and Desargues
who were dealing with points at infinity in lhe 17th

century. Mobius carried the ideas further wilh his

weighied barycentric coordinates in 1826 Plucker

and Grassman developed projective geometry
applicaiions in the 1840's Larry G Roberls
brought homogeneous coordinates to computer
graphic displays in 1965. Even after a couple of
Oxford dictionary definitions(2) l'm still wondering
what it all means. So many things I've yet to learn.

Speaking of Canada, I must say that the Montreal

QL show was a joy, and many thanks to the
dedicated few that make such evenls possible.

Now back to QL graphics and looking ahead in

Roger's text I see that I would want a few more QL

MA-liix PROCedures For example, l'd like to be
able to convert an array of ordinary fuclidean
points, lines, etc. into the equivalent homogeneous
array. lt seems lhai all we need do is add on a

column vector of 1's. And it would also be nice to
have a PROCedure to make the reverse conver-
sion from homogeneous back into the ordinary
common [uclidean form by just removing the final
column. I decided to call the f irst procedure
'MAT-E2h' and the reverse 'MAT-h2E' Unfortu-
nately we can't redimension arrays by name refe-
rence parameters within SuperBasic PROCedures.
Turbo has 'rubber' arrays but I haven't found them
in S*BASIC. Thus any redimensioning needs to be
done oulside of the PROCedures
A byproduct of thinking aboul these PROCedures
was a desire for PROCedures that would permit
clipping a selected block from a source matrix
(MAT*G[T) and then placing it into a selected
location (MAT-PUT) of a destination matrix
ln Roger's text his vectors for points are used as
column vectors, while in most of my arrays they
have been row vectors. An of ten used
PROCedure for matrices is the Transpose that
turns rows into columns and columns into rows, so
a MAT-TRN will be added to the list lf only a

vector is to be liansposed, it will be treated as a
row vector Another common matrix is the ldentity
matrix, consisting of ones on ihe main diagonal

Coming soon:

Fef,ghfir Aphradlte i,ru a, rnig&tgt nig&tti,e,
Search for rhymes, whether saucy or serious, in the new Just Words!
rhyming dictionary. 50,000 words that can be searched either phoneticaily
or by end letters.

QI,-FHYMES - f,Io
Nlow available:

Church, rwystery - sowrsds flitrce abw,rted c&wc{c (7)"

The UK Advanced Cryptics Dictionary in $OLVIT-PLUS format. Over
239,000 words and phrases complled by crossword users for crossword
users, You will need a hard disk or an ED disk to use this dictionary"

AT}VANCED CR}rpTICS DTCTIONARY. ET
@J Ross Beresford 1953 -2400

Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdale, Basildon, Essex, 5516 5HU, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1268 281 826 Email: geoffwicks@hotmail.com
Web : http : //mem be rs. tri pod 

" eo 
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Just Words! - Software for Writers and Word Lovers,
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and zeroes every where else; the PROCedure
MAT-IDN should take care of that Yet another
possibly usefulPROCedure is 'MAT-FILL' that fills a
matrix wilh a chosen number
Oh yes, anolher thought. I see that I've used many
temporary 'Work-'matrices that have been useful
during the debugging stages, but could (or

should?) be cleared out every now and then for
the sake of memory. The 'CLR-WORKMATS'

PROCedure will redimension them all to 0
As usual we continue to tweak whal we've done
before, so I've added a few refinements to be
merged into the 'MATFuNPROCs-bas'from GGn18
I've included the changes mentioned in GGu19 and
a few lines have been inserted into 'MAT-SHOW'

to handle the ocassional vector:
Allin all il willbe interesting, and if I'm done and can
exercise these added PROCedures by the editors

deadline l'llinclude the listing; otherwise, some time
in the future?
For a future article I hope to explore a more
graphical subject,"Circles within circles', the cover
slory of Science News for April 21, 2001 Take a
look if you get a chance.

(1) "Homogeneous Coordinates', Jules Bloomenthal
& Jon Rokne, Technical Report 1993-516-21
March 1, 1993 Department of Computer Science
The University of Calgary
htt p ://ph aros.cs .c al gar y.c a

{2) homogeneous =
1)Of the same kind so as to be commensurable.
2) Of the same degree or dimension: consisting
of terms of the same dimension.

Listing "MATFUNPROCs-pt2" to be presented later

Hxplorims the QteF
Nibrary
-fdrome Grirnbert

There are many exlensions to lhe basic in the
QLCF library. So I think it may be interesting for
someone to have an overview of what has been
already done I remind that the QLCF library is

freely available to any QLCF member (well, nearly
free: the requester has to provide the librarian with
the media as well as the return poslage and
parcel; so the librarian does not handle any money,
and the requester only supports the costs 1o send
and get back his own media) lt is even better for
the QLCF members on the 1999i2000 roll, there is

a CD available since the 2000 Paris meeting in

October {il will also be available at the 2001 Paris

meeting, for the ones who will be there). The CD is
free also, the only things to provide 1o the librarian
is the request for ii, as well as the parcel (a 13 cm
envelop with some air/paper padding is usually
fine, a crystal box CD must fit) and the relevanl
postage {more than 1009, about 13 French francs,
check with your post office) The address of the
QLCF librarian is Jerome Grimbert, I All6e Louis
Roveyaz, 18140 Velizy. And for the lniernet-aware
QLCf members, they can relrieve the library
direcily from "http://smsqe"free.frl' Enough with
the 'how can you get it', it's time for the explora-
tion...

QLCFl
First, let's start with some off-topic sluff. Not really

an exlension, but the very first volume of the
QLCF library started already with some assembly

by Wollgang Lenerz which provide an aulomatic
periodic saving of Quill documenl. There is even
two variants, either saving always with the same
name, or saving alternatively on two differents
files.lt was a lime when lhe QL may nol have been
reliable on long run, so this f unctionality has
probably been very useful to the Qlers which
wrote long documenls on Quill. The source code is
providedrlt works by creating a Job which push, at
the right time, the key sequence into the keyboard
queue.

QLCT?
Lots of assembly on this volume, even a symbolic
assemblel but only one keyword HARDCOPY is a
basic keyword thal will dump the screen to an
Epson compatible prinier

QI-CF3
A crypiing file utility:LOCK and UNLOCK Using an
inieger a slring and the QL ROM image, it provides
the confidentiality some may have needed.

QLCT4
Apparently the time to load a big basic program
was really too much. So we now have some quick
saving and loading keyword, SAUVIV CHARV and
TANCIV

QLCFs
ST\MP allows to push a string in the keyboard
queue PLOT draws, quickly, a point with the screen
pixel coordinates (the physical ones, not the
floating ones of POINT) SWIND and LWIND saves
and loads a pari o{ the screen into and from a file.

CONVERT performs the copy of a file while
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replacing a string with another lt is very useful for
lransfering from mdv to flp NAMI allows to set a
name to executable files which do not have one
already (the '*x Anon **' entries in LIST-TASK of
Supercharge). Quill is an example of such bad
program. There is also an extension for the
tidersoft Mice, so as io provide an emulation of
keystrokes (iust like INKEY$) when using the mice
It's turned on with KEMTRON and off with
KEMTROFF

QLCT6
PRIO allows to change the priority of the job which
uses it. lt works also with compiled program.

QLCFB
ZOOM makes some video effect to an open
window' it enlarges a window just as if it was
zoomed in (the window gels bigger bul its center
stays at the same place). Do nol dream to much,
the content of the window is lost anyway.

QLCFl B
Be{ore the PE, a sprite device (SPR), which saved
the screen part under it lt comes with SPCOPY
SPSWITCH, SPXOR and SPMOVI keywords A
correcled version of PLOT (previous version had
trouble handling a bad number of parameters), as
well as a corrected version of the Eidersoft Mice
(KEMTRON and KEMTROFF)

QLCF2O
UNJOB allow to remove the Executable property
from a file. Useful when generaling a Basic
exlension with an assembler which always thinks
that il generates a program CONCAT perform the
concalenalion of two files into a third one.

QLCF21
ITAT is a new keyword that allow to check the
status o{ a file (Does it exist ? ln use ?). lt can help
to avoid a stop of a program due 1o an error on file.

QLCF3O
GPOINT is a replacement of the bogus POINT (the

MG version displays two points instead of one). a

direct replacement of POINT is also provided.

QLCF37
SCRA, SCR0, SCR1, SCRNUM, WIDSCR1 and
ADDSCR1 performs some tricks with the second
screen block and the switching of the display on
the black QL And yet another extension; MOVFIN,
it allows to move the memory display {of a

window) into a super-area, which might be bigger

than the actual display size And there might be
more than one super-area at the same time. Who
says virtual screen?

QLCF39
DESK-IN and DISK-OUT convert between the
screen format and the one of desktop publisher:

QLCF41
COMPRESS, EXPAND and FASTEXPAND deals
with compressed screen files and the QL display.

QLe r43
REDUCED allow to change the font size of a

window Of course, the font can also be changed
with this command QCOPY performs a quick
copy between two devices.lt is similar to WCOPY
of TK2, but without confirmation So it's ideal for
automatic programs on boot.

QLCF45
DE-QL and VERS-QL converts all the files from a

device to the QL caracters set from the IBM one,
or vice versa.

QLCT46
MINMAJ convert in one file the lower cases into
upper cases, or vice versa. For the math-intensive,
there is also some double precision numbers
which are made available to QDOS via DOUBLI,
DGET DPUT DLIT DP% and DP$

QLCF47
A capslock indicator using the QL speaker is
driven with CAPSON and CAPSOFF LWC$ and
UPC$ are funclions which convert a string to
lower or upper cases. NDIM% return the number ol
dimensions of an array Because, sometime, DIMN
is not enoughl

QLCF48
TRUE% and FALSETo funclions Some people really
likes clean programming. SWAP avoids using a
third temporary variables to swap the values of
two variables.

QLCFsO
BITYo is a f unction that allows to scan the bits from
an integer

QLCFsX
TRIM$ is a function that remove the spaces from
both end of a string RfV$ is a function that
reverse a string. WM is a keyword which change
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the size of the *1 & s2 so as lo leave enough
room for two row of text buttons.

QLCF59
SGNTo return the sign of a number (either 1, 0 or -1).

QLCF55
MIN and MAX, on nearly unlimited number of
parameters That's QL bonus! FRACT is a function
that gives the fractional part of a value.

QLCF56
TRINI PROUND and DROUND are some additional
functions that deals with rounding of float value.
DROUND performs on a specified number of
digits PROUND works with power of ten while
TRINT only return the integer part (that's not the
same as INT for negative value. SAR, SAR0, LAR,
SEARCH and SORT are arrays handling routines
(Save on file, save and overwrite, load from file,

search a string arrays, sorl a string arrays)

QLCF58
Yet another video handling extension: SSAVI,
SSHOW SLOAD, SMOVT, SSTAI SCROISCRON,
SAUTO.

QLCF59
FACT provide the factoriel of an integer DTSPR
allows access to the deallocation rouline. NOKTY
and KtY manages a set of up to 60 functions
keys thal can be programmed to insert some
strings in the keyboard queue. There is also an
updated version of MIN and MAX (frorn QLCF55)

QLCF6O
PTR*X, PTR*Y RTP*R and RTP-T per{orms
conversions between polar and rectangular
coordinaies.

QLCF64
33 additional funciions which play with bits: BTST
BCHG, BCLR, BSET AND_I, AND_W AND_B,
IOR_I, IOR-W IOR_B, EOR_I, EOR_W TOR_B,
LSL-1, LSL*W LSL*B, LSR_I, LSR*W ISR_B,
ROL_I, ROL_W ROL*B, ROR_1, ROR-W ROR_B,
NOT_I, NOT-W NOT_B, SWP_I, SWP_W SWP_B,
[XT*l, EXT-W Looks like someone is missing
some direct assembly when programming in Basic.
More interrogations of a window are possible wllh
XUSIZ, YUSIZ, XUORG, YUORG, XUCUR, YUCUR,
TANGL and TPINYo {size, origin, graphical cursor
posi{ion, angle of the turtle and slatus of the turtle
pen)

QLCF67 (still under construction)
POKI-F and PIEK-F use floaiing poini where
POKE-L and PttK*L used long word Sirnilarly,
there is also POK[$ and PI[K$ which do it with
strings. GCDTo gives the greatest common divisor
of two integers. LCMTo gives the smallesl common
multiple of two integers. OUTLN makes the
windows0 managed by the P[ SDTVS provide
the list of simple devices to the user DDEVS
provide the list of directory devices to the user
BUFI$ return as a slrings the encoding of a part of
the memory, given its length and start address.
Dl ltr .+^'^ +h^ ^^^^,.1^ A -+.i^^ ^+ ^ ^^,.. ^.JJ-^^^L)ut \-,/ Jruts ilts uilLUUcu 5ililtB dt d iluw duul u55.
INVIRT provides the sel of permutations for upto
9 strings. ANAG provides the set of permutations
for lhe characters of one string" BOX and BOX_R
draw one or many boxes in a window. CPOLYG
draws one or many closed regular polygons.
OPOLYG draws only part of them (so they are
open) FPNIVIN, FPNMAX, FPPI\I|N and FFPM1AX
returns the extrem values for floating point. The
latest update of FP FP$, DFP and DFP$ is also
there WHICH gives the list of keyword that match
the beginning of a string. lSlTTo answers the
eternal question: ls the keyword present ? (lt also
tells if il is a funciion or a procedure).

lfs6
BTN may help the SBasic programs to reduce to a
simple button HOT*BUT allows you to creale a
button lhai will perform a HOT-DO when clicked

lfs21
FP is a function that provides you with the floating
point value that correspond to the six bytes you
provide FP$ is a function that provides inside view
of the six bytes used for the encoding of a floating
point value fPD$ performs the same than FP$,
but on double f loat values as used by
DP-MODULE (and it prints 10 bytes) 0CT returns
the f loating value whose value is the octal
interpretation of its argument. OCT$ returns a
string that is the octalcoding ol the float argument

{a second argument may be specified, as precision
requested) OCT and OCT$ are similar 1o HIX and
HEX$ as well as DEC and DEC$

That's all for the time being I will probably try to
make yel another tutorial which explains and
demonstrates how some of these extensions
work when I will have more time (ln the meantime,
the readers are welcome to orient my choice on
one or another extensions of particular interest).
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QTYP Revislted
Geoff Wicks

A couple of issues ago I wrote about compiling
your own QTYP dictionaries, and received some
lenglhy but interesting, emails in response 1o the
article. Dietrich Bruder felt much more could be
written about QTYPand Al Boehm made a worlh-
while suggestion for using QTYP in one of his own
pr0grams.
For me QTYP is an unusual program, because
initially I had an intense dislike for it, but now the

more lexplore it, the more I like it
What changed my opinion? Some answers could
be found in ihe emails from Dietrich. He felt I had

concentrated on one small part of QTYPand lhat it
is comparitively unknown piece of software, which
deserves more attention.
QTYP is surprisingly versatile Strictly speaking it is
not a spellcheckel but a series of extensions that
allow you to do spellchecking. When you buy

QTYP you get no fewer than 3 versions of the
program, QTYP QTYP-FILE and QTYP-SPELL
You also get dictionaries, a configuration program

and a dictionary editor You can even customise
QTYP for your own programs, bul more of that
later
One of the points Dietrich made is that you can link

QTYP with almost any program. All you do is start
the program, then press the hot key you have sel
up io activate QTYP to spellcheck as you type
The programs that do not work wilh QTYP are

those, like Perfection, that grab all CTRL + letter
key combinations making it impossible to call up

the QTYP menu. lf you obtained your version of

QTYP wilh Texl87, you will be unable to spell-

check as you type The version supplied with

Text87 is QTYP-SPELL and for real time spell

checking you need QTYP
Dietrich and I differ in our opinions of realtime spell

checking. He likes it and I hate it When you have

QTYP set {or real time working, you hear a beep
with each keypress. As soon as the first few
letlers of the word you are typing can no longer

be found in the QTYP dictionary, lhe sound of lhe
beep changes. You press CTRL + t, or a combi-
nation of your own choice, to call up the QTYP

menu.
ln my opinion this is a poorly designed menu (see

figure). When you are spellchecktng you want
quick access to the diciionary, bul lhe command
for this is buried on the 6th row of menu items
The other rows have useful commands for confi-
guring QTYP but you will only use these occa-
sionally. The menu item you most use should
always be al the top.

Call up the diclionary and il will display only a small
number of words. QTYP works by checking a
word letter by letter ll I type "accommodate" as
'acommodate", QTYP will buzz when I have typed
'acom' lf I call up the dictionary I first have to
delete the last letier in ihis case "m" and QTYP
then suggests the words 'acorn', "acorns',
"acoustic" and"acoustics". Not much use when I am
trying to spell 'accommodate".

Dietrich made the point that QTYP does not work
phonetically, and we cannot expect a phoneiic
spellchecker for the QL. Even assuming we had

someone in the QL community skilled in phonetics,
he would noi have the time to write a phonetic
diclionary on his own (And each language would
require ils own phonelic specialist. At the moment I

am writing a dictionary for finding rhynres, which is
partially phonetic I am only interested in lhe sound
at the end of a word, and not the whole word, but it
has taken me a lot longer than I expected.
The QL does have an approximation to a phonetic
dictionary in a program called "Suggest' This
works on the assumption that most spelling errors
are either typos, that is hitting the wrong key; pho-
netic errors such as confusing in English 'ee' and
'00';or not knowing whelher lor example, lhe past
tense of "travel" is "traveled' or "travelled'. When
QTYP finds a word that is not in iis dictionary, Sug-
gest looks through a list of rules and uses them to
make a list of possible words that the wriler had
intended to use. lt then checks these in the dictio-
nary. For example many people spell "grammar" as
"grammer", so Suggest will have a rule to try
substituting an e for each a.

I shallnot describe Suggest at any length, because
I have written about it before (QL Today Volume 1

lssue 6 page 40). lt was when someone asked me
to wrile a Dutch rule file for Suggest that I started
to like QTYPA typical Suggest rule file has about
350 rules that have to be applied to each word, so
you can imagine how many possible words il
generates. Each of these has to be checked
against the QTYP dictionary, but it gives its sug-
gestions almost instantly.
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It is similar with my freeware program

SPELLING-CRIB This allows you to search any
QTYP dictionary to check the spelling of a word.
Many people find "accommodate" difficult io spell,
and if you enter"aclte" into SPILLING-CRIB it finds
all words beginning with "ac' and ending in"te" My

QTYP tnglish diclionary has 345 words beginning
with"ac"and SPELLII{G-CRIB has to check each of
these to see if they also end in "te", but the
program produces its results almost instan"
laneously. The speed at which QTYP works is

more than impressive.
Diptrir-h fppls th:t nTVP ic lpr dnwn hv the smalli,iur v, " 

vttt vt

size and limited content of its dictionaries. He has a

point, particularly as his native language is German.
As he reminded me in an email, Gerrnan nouns
have 5 declensions, verbs 20 conjugations and up
to 30 prefixes, and adjectives and numerals 6
declensions The German dictionary supplied with
QTYP has under 48,000 words Dieirich has built
one of iust over 120,000, but this still does not
cover some common Gerrnan words. He asked
me what I thought would be a optimum size of a
German dictionary, but I chickened out of answe-
ring lhatl
Fortunately other languages have better dictiona-
ries than the German one, and I include a list of

QTYP dictionaries as an appendix to this article
People who prefer real lime spellchecking proba-

bly have more problems with small dictionaries
than those of us who prefer to spellcheck the
completed document. This is also possible with
QTYP using a program called QTYP*file. However
this is only guaranteed 1o work with QUILL and
plain lext files. All it does is replace the space or
punctuation mark afier a mispelt word with a left
arrow sign. Not a user friendly way of spell
checking
The third way you can use QTYP is customised
spellchecking For this you can use either
QTYP*SPELL or QTYPWhen I moved from Perfec-
tion io TextBT, I thought spellchecking wilh QTYP
would be a disappointmenl, but I soon discovered
TextBT has a good implementation of QTYP
Basically you check the complete documenl and

when a mispelt word is found you can choose
between ediiing it yourself or calling up the
dictionary list

There are probably not many of us who would
wish to incorporate QTYP into our own programs,

bui it was emails from Al Boehm that made me see
new possibilities. He has written a word game
program, mainly to demonstrate programming
techniques, and asked if it would be possible to
use QTYP lo randomly select a word from its dic"
tionary.

My first reaction was to advise against this, mainly
because QTYP requires you to know the first few
letters of a word. However Al came back with a
practical way of doing this. A simple RND(97 to
122) command would enable you to select a letter
belween a and z. Do this 3 iimes and you have a 3
letier string You could then use QTYP to see if
there were any valid words starting with lhe string.
It would be a simple malier to extract these words
from the dictionary and choose one of them at
random.
Using this technique most of the randomly genera-
tod ctrinnc tunlld nn'l ha iha cl:rf nf r rrrnrrJ hrrtvg (r ru Jrgr r vt u vyvt I, vv t

QTYP would probably work fast enough for this
not to be noticeable. An advantage of using QTYP
would be the memory saving. QTYP compresses
a word list of about 600K to about 120K That is

another thing I like about the software.
How easy is it to program using the QTYP exten-
sions? lt is the old QL story The main problern is

understanding the manual. The programming itself
is easy For example SPILLING-CRIB uses four
QTYP commands,
err=SPELI-OPElrl (#sh,die$) tells QTYP the
program wants to link with it. ln this case err gives
an error number if something goes wrong, ch is
the channel to be used and dic$ the QTYP
dictionary
em=SPELI--l,trEw (#ch, dicg) clears out all existing
information and allows you to load a new
diciionary
em=SPELI*CI{E0K (#eh,strg) gives QTYP the
search string.
word$=SPELI-W0RDS (#crr) exlracts the words
starting with str$ from the dictionary. You repeat
this command until you get an emply string.
Iasy, isn'l il? Perhaps there is a versatility in QTYP
that we have yel io fully exploit. For example,
there is a possibility to add a noie to a word in the
QTYP dictionary lt could remind you thai"practice"
in UK tnglish is a noun and "praciise" a verb. Could
this be used to make a simple lranslalion dictio-
nary, with a word in the original language and the
translation as a note? I have yet to test this idea,
bul in the meantime it would be interesting to hear
of other ideas for unusual uses o{ QTYP

Appendix
As far as I can tell this is the present availability of
QTYP dictionaries
ENGLISH: QTYP comes with two tnglish diclio-
naries, one has under 50,000 words and the other
over 200,000. The former is universally regarded
as being too small, and the latter loo unreliable. I

have since released a dictionary of about 64,500
words that includes place and personal names.
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This is available in both UK INGLISH and USA
ENGLISH versions The quickesl way to get the
UK version is to download the SPILLING-CRIB
program from the Just Words! web page.
DUTGH: Two Dutch dictionarles formerly circulated
in the Netherlands, a Spellchecker dictionary that I

wrote and a QTYP dictionary that I suspect was
written by a Belgian. Bolh had numerCIus mistakes.
After the Dutch 1995 spelling revision I merged the
dictionaries, checked for mistakes and revised
them to conform to the new spelling rules. This
dictionary has about 70,000 words.
FRHNCH: The French QTYP dietionary has aboui
60,000 words and from lwo separate sources I

have heard lhe same criticisms. There are several
errors in the dictionary and verbs are only fully
conjugated for the initial letters A lo H 0ne of the
crilics senl me an allernative dictionary of 208,000
words, which is available from Just Wordsl
SPANISH: The same person senl me a Spanish
QTYP dictionary of almost 175,000 words. This,
with ils expanded word list, has proved to be one
of my mosl popular poundware disks. Recently I

had a requesl for the Spanish word lisl frorn some
Peruvian researchers into artif icial intelligence.
They had never heard of the QL, and I had to make

them a special version for the Windows character
sel.
ITALIA.N: I believe Qllaly have produced ltalian

QTYP dictionaries, although I know nothing of the
present siluation. There is an ltalian dictionary on
disk UG20 o{ the QUANTA library, but I know
nothing about it
GERMAI{: As I wrote in the main article, ihe Ger-
man dictionary supplied with QTYP has under
48,000 words, although Dietrich has built a dictio-
nary of over 120,000 words" However those of us
who have compiled diclionaries know that it is
almost impossible to make a list of even 10000
words without making a few mistakes, even if only
typing errors. A good freeware German QTYP dic-
tionary is urgenlly required.

Should you like to have any of these dictionaries,
except ltalian or German, the best way is lo ask
me to send them as an allachmenl 1o an email" lf
not, please send 4 UK first class stamps or 3 l.R.C's
to cover posl and packing.
I would always be pleased to hear fron anyone
with other word lists or diciionaries.
g eoffiruicks@hotmai!. corn
http://mernbers"tripod.eo.uk/geoffu icks/jusfuronds. htm

gPe 0r not gPe
Tony Finshman

The irip to the Canadian QL
show in Montreal was more
eventful than most, and even
before I set out.
I found a cheap KLM flight to
Montreal, which involved a

short hop on a Fokker from
London City to Amsterdam) -

ask Roy to tell you the ioke
about the Lancaster rear gun-

ner)

Now what is the baggage limit?

l-etter I (Feb KLM) no reply
l-etter 2 {Mar KLM) - no reply
Letter 3 (Mar KtM) -no reply
Letter 4 {Apr KLM) - no reply

Call 1 {Apr KLM) (desperately) -

20kg, reverting to 50kg after
my'WHAT'I
Call 2 {KLM May 2} - 6a ke.
"Why", I ask 'Because the code

'ZPC' means two pieces at
32kg each',
eall 3 (London City LCY - May
14) - 20kg "Why"?'Because we
have a short runway and we
are using small Fokkers".
Call 4 (KLM May 14) "LCY are
wrong-you have 2PC".

Call 5 {LCY May 14) "KLM are
wrong- we have never allowed
more than 20kg. 2PC doesn't
apply'
CIall 6 IKLM May 15] ' "You are
allowed 2PC'. I get this con-
firmed by a manager who says
he will 'Mark My File"at LCY
That reassures me, but I pack
very light {for me), Bike 15kg.
Rucksack 24kg.

I arrive at LCY on May 26
IARLY I iump in first and tell the
girl at the desk about the saga.
No note on my file, and 

.we

only allow 20kg". I guess I

looked as if I was about to
burst into tears. There was no-
one in the queue and no-one
near: She looked conspiratorial.

"Put your luggage on the
scales" 39 kg shone out. "lt

looks like 20kg to me", she
said, 'l could kiss you"l said, but
ihere were now people near
I then had visions of the papers
the next day:

OVERLOADED FOKKER
PLUNGES IITTO NOCKS
superHerrnes LOST

The engine revved to maxi-
mum power with the brakes on.
I have never experienced such
vibration before takeoff, lt then
sprung down the runway like a
greyhound. The newspapers
didn't get their story, and I got
to Montreal i5 minutes early. I

was spending a week with Bill

Cable in Verrnonl, USA (Wood
and Wind Computing) installing
a spring water system, s0
Francois {the show organiser}
took me to the bus station, and
we went on the town. Plenty of
life in St Catherine and St Denis
Streets, from a British pub to
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male strip club with a queue ol
teenaged girls. I tried to per-

suade him to busk a pavement
show - I needed some Cana-
dian dollars He declined.
I caught the 23'30 bus to White
River Junction - where the US
show was last year I was
looklng forward to the 24hr
cafe Bill mentioned, at 03:45 lt
had closed two years agol I set
off on my Brompton folding
hilza rlnrrrn Dnrrla E Qnrrth {nrvtr\u uvYvtt t\vutu J uvuttt tvt

Bill's, via Windsor Windsor is

about 13 miles away wiih the
longest wooden covered
bridge in the USA. Once
outside White River Junction I

saw no signs. lt was sort of dry
but there was distant rumbling
As I cycled along the flashes
siarted and rumblrng was get-
ting nearer The heavens then
opened with a vengeance. I

found a very small tree which
syphoned the water right on to
me I pushed ihe bike (quietly)

to a porch with an open lit
window right alongside with TV
flashing. Bear in mind this was
04:45 in the middle of nowhere.
lpondered the alternatives
having a bath, or getting shot. I

kept very quiet, especially
when I heard the dog,
The rain stopped as quickly as
it started and I carried on still

alive. Still no road signs.
After another hour I got to a

crossroads, with no road mar-
kings or signs. I went straight
on, past Hartford Elem School,
and it turned into a dirt track.
There I met the first caf at

about 05:45 - would you stop
tor a bedraggled backpacked
guy on a strange bicycle? Well

he did. "Where is route 5?'"Ah,
you got confused like every
other stranger - you are on a
short cut". Got back to Route 5,

af ter seeing a wooden
covered bridge ihat even Bill

hadn't heard of, and a waterfall.
Oh yes, and another shelter
from a downpoul this time in an

open barn full of valuable tools
- more guns? Turned left as in-

structed, and saw my first
sign 'White River Junction
9", but in the direction I was
going, .. I had come from
WRJlll Carry on for a while
and find this was via the
freeway. I remernber exact-
ly the same problem in ltaly
with Stuart Honeyball
when the motorway was
rrrec had .r^r.\/ - rll ihaYYUJr rUU UVVqt UIt (t tU

signs point to motorways.
Carry on towards Windsor;
and the second car of the
morning is heading
towards rne. lt is slowing
down, Visions of guns
again. A voice leans out of
the window -"Hi Tony'. Bill

and Mary had been woken
up by the rain, and Mary said
"Bill - you have got to go get
Tony".
... so I arrive at
round house in

about 7am.

Bill's self made
the forest at

First call was a

bath. Bill had lit
the wood burning
stove in the
forest, and cold
water is from
buckets. lt was a
superb welcome
to be soaking
along wiih a few
larvae, with a

view, on lwo
sides, of the fo-
rest through floor to roof
windows. Then breakfast and
ihe Meriden Church choir: Mary
had sung in Si Peter's
Berkhamsted on their visit to
me earlier this year and I was
offered a return favour Sunday
May 27 was a choir holiday! Still

I enjoyed singing familiar Hymn
tunes with different words, and
got a very special welcome
from the priest. A lot of the
liturgy is very like the UK - not
surprising in New Fngland.
The rest of the week was

spent plumbing-in Bill's spring
f ed well into the house. By

Thursday we had running
spring water in the sink - very
exciting. Much better and fre-
sher than climbing the hill, and
using water from pails. The

spring runs slowly all the time
from an overflow in a stainless
steel tank by the sink, with a

low level tap for use,
I was taken out to the Four
Aces Diner West Lebanon one
evening I heard of this Diner
few weeks back on a TV pro-
gram by Bill Bryson {US author)
talking about a walk in the Ver
moni Forests looklng for bears
- his favourite US diner: They
had never heard of himl
Another evening was spent in

a restaurant/pub in Wesi Leba-
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non which brewed its own beer
0K the pints are small, but it
was the nearest to a British pint

i have every experienced out-
side the UK A very nice sur-
prise.

I enjoyed the trips to local
shops getting hardware for the
plumbing - it meant using Bill's

450cc motorbike. lt was quite a

handful going down the wet
forest tracks Bill doesn't tust
have the one motorbike. He

has two working ones and
innumerable others in various
states of undress. There is one
BSA, and we got paris from an

East London BSA specialist
(and real fish and chips) when
he was in the UK Looks like he

needs a lot more BSA parts.

He has two runnrng saloons,
and a lot more incomplete
copies for spares. Nice to have
the land. Oddly enough on
returning home I found that I

had been offered {and missed}
a Volvo like mine with a dead
engine for fB0. Ah we||.....,,

0n one trip I lound Vermont
Salvage, WRJ that had a vast
collection of house (and church)
salvage. There was a British
telephone box a snip at "38"

($3800)l "We sold two last
week for showers".
On Thursday evening I got my

choir fix - there was a rehear-

sal. We arrived after a meal,

and my voice was a mite lower
than my usual baritone, The
tenor didn't arrive, and I had to
stand in lt took a good 30
minutes to warm upl There was

much amusement at my British
accent in the Spiritual. I was

equally amused by their ac-

cents in the very British Eliiah

(Mendelssohn).

We travelled to Montreal on Fri-

day with Kevin O'Leary, who
lives and makes potiery in the
aformentioned Meriden. I hadn't
realised that Bill had introduced
him to QLs. We were told to
look for 'Kingston Hall' which

turned out io be 'Hingston Hall'
in Concordia University Very
primitive wiih open plan shared
bathrooms, but good enough
for me. Took me back almost
40 years!

One of the jobs was to get
Kevin's CD rom working with
his Q40 - he spent a long time
messing, but could not get both
HD and CD ROM drive to work
together lt turned out that the
gumper on the CD RONI drive
marked 'single' had to be
removed. A nice 5 minute job.

Marcel is to be congratulated
on hacking into the school net-
work - we had internet access
all day.
Jim Hunkins announced his
very impressive QDI This
looks like being a very profes-

sional product, and every bit as
essential as QPAC2.
Al Boehm had what looked like
hundreds of 270mb hard disks -

perfect for Qubide. I only ma-
naged to bring six back.
We spent the evening having
dinner on a boat - the traders
had the boat lare paid for by
NesQLug - much appreciated
Not possible to sing our pre-
pared barbershop pieces
every area of the boat had
deafening piped musak. lt took
a long time to dock, while the
crew made a valiant attempt to
bend the gangplank, and depo-
sit it in the water Apparently a

winch had broken. After that
we went into town looking for
St Denis St We failed, but
found a pub. We started io
push our way to the bar - hold
on, all the people dancing are
guys. Made a hasty exit, and
went into a nice looking pub up

the road. Guys AND gals there
so 0K. lt had Guinness
Darren's eyes lit up, but was
shocked at the way it was
served. "You wouldn't get any
one drinking that at home, A
'priest's collar' we would call a

head like that" After one pint he

gave the barman an unwelcome
lesson in pouring Guinness
'you have to wait 5 minutes" he

said. 'Sure' was the reply. 'Are

you guys gay?' he added,

obviously doubting it 'Why?'
"'cos this is a Gay pub'
Ah well still it was an experr-
ence. As usual we left Jim Hun"
kins {with the car) to spend the
night on the tiles, and we tosk
a taxi back.
I returned on the Sunday after
Jochen's 'shopping centre' fix,
leaving Jochen, Roy and
Marcel to make their fortune in

Las Vegas. The airport bus
cost $lB. The 4pm bus was
cancelled, so persuaded a nice
reluctant lady to share a taxi at

$14 each. There are no trains
to the airport.
The return lourney was mainly
uneventful.
However Dorval airport termi-
nal is not the nicesi in the
world. The contrast between it

and Amsterdam Schipol
couldn't be more dramatic.
There is very little the other
side of customs, I was told, so I

siuck to the very small crow
ded main area. There was very
little free of queues, but I found
a distant corner near the toilets
and no seats. I joined ihe
starting grid for free seats, and
won the race to the first, I then
realised I needed to spend my
spare Canadian dollars. I found
a US PlayStation magazine with
a CD just under the $9.48 I

have-Ben will be pleased $10
plus, the till said - grrr I had
forgotten the added sales tax. I

find US/Canada pretty cheap
for most things, but ihis habit of
not quoting the price one pays
a real con, OK will give the
$9.48 to a charity
I pass through the customs
check, to find a notice 'Dorval

needs rebuilding we have
imposed an extra airport tax of
$10" " but I only have $9 48 -

can I pay the rest with credit
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card?" "N0",'Why is ihis not on
ihe tlcket?" "KLIvl should have
told you" "They didn't' I remon-
strale, and lhe queue is obvi"
ously on my side I then turn
tramp, and beg in ihe queue
Someone exchanges my 5

French franc coin (how did that
get in my change?) for the

needed 52 cents (about 25p).
I also learnt {in Amsterdarn air-
port) that Ben had broken his
portable CD player which
was to go with the case I had
bought in Lebanon (VT). The
last hassle was that Stansted
Airport Heathrow bus no
longer stopped at Hunton

Bridge. This forced me to wait
2 hours for the Oxford bus {via
Hemel Hempstead) where I

bought a new CD player
so the first and final

misfortune brought good
results.
... and I sold enough in Montreal
to pay for the trip

Gett$ng into QPACE *

Fnnt 3
Roy Wood

Now that you have read ihrough part 1 and 2 and
run the file you will, I hope, have some insight into
the way that QPAC 2 does its work and how to
change it to work for you. The whole essence of
this is that the way it works can be tailored to
the way that you work and, with a liltle practice
you can add, change and manipulate this Boot
lile to do whatever you may want with the com-
puter: lf you do not want a button frame then
leave out the 'BT-' commands and just use the
HOTKEYS There is one command for loading
programs that I have not used in this Boot file

and that is 'HOT*CMD'. This is the equivalent of
typing the command itself on the SuperBasic
command line. you could, for instance add tRT
HOT*CMD {'m','LRUN flpl_myprog_bas') to the
Boot file and then pressing 'ALVm' would run the
Basic program flpl_myprog*bas. Too use this
command SuperBasic must be active and not
asleep (ie. there should not be a button called
'Superbasic' or 'System' ( if you are using
Sn/SQiE ) in ihe button frame.). Anything that can
be typed in on the command line can be put into
a HOT-CMD statement. There are quite a few
more commands and functions to explore in

QPAC 2 but you can set off on that journey once
you have the basic system up and running. I have
been using it {or at least four years now and I still
re-write my Boot file constanily and find new
ways to do things.

The Full Boot File:

100 Ik2-ext : RXM trtle need this for LRESPR

110 MODE 4
120 WINDOI{ #0 ; 5I2, 42, 0, 2L/+ zBoRDEn #0 ; 1, 4, 0
13 0 LIIND0T{ #L; 256, r4A, 256, 60 : BORDFR #7; L, 25 5

14.0 l,tINDOllI #2;256,140, 0,60: BoRDER #2;r,215
150 0PEN #j; t eon*JL2x15Aaax6A' ;BORDER #3;I,255:INK #J;4: CLS #3

l-60 PRrNT#3, ''
170 PRINT#3, " Q Braneh B00T FIIE
180 PRINT#J,r'Prepared for Our Customers
190 DATA-USE f1pL:PR0C-USE flpl-
200 LRESPR ptr-gen
210 LRESPR wman

220 LRESPR hot-rext
230 IRESPR menu-rert
240 LRESPR flpLQPAc2
250 ;

260 REMark * Any more resldent extensions?
270 REMark * Now Hotkeys to start things off
280 :

290 E3T HoT-PICK ('b" ")
300 ERr HoT-THTNG ('1"'Filest; tldSLPL')
J10 ERT H0T-THTNG ( '2' , 'Files 

t ; 'ldFLPL' )

320 ERT HOT-THING (CIfi${232),'ButtonJleep I )
330 ERT g0T-THING ( ' " ', 'Button-lickt)
340 ERT H0T-L0AD1 ('x','flplXchange t)
350 ERT H0T-L0AD1 {'m',flp1-.nenuconfig' )

: REMark pick superBasic
:REMark create a files thing for flp1*
rREMark ditto flp2_
;RXMark create a tsleeprThing,
:REMark create a Thing to pick the button frame
:REMark load Xchange when needed
:REMark load menuconfig when needed.
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360 ERT HoT_UAKE (tP','Pick')
izo ERT-J{0?-1,JAIG ( 'R ' , 'R; ob ' )
380 :

390 REMark - Set up, novl go

400 :

410 REMark now we create buttons for
/*ZO :

4lo BT_SLEEP ,Pick'
110 BT-sr,uEP rExec'

450 BT-SIEEP tRjob'
450 BT-J{OTKEY rx', rxchf

470 BT-JIOTKEY rmt,Menuconfig

4so BT_JIOTKEY '1', rFtPlr
490 BT-J{OTKEY '2" rFlB2t

500 d$=DATE$:dd$=6$( 10 T0 12)&d$(6 T0 9)&d$(1 T0 i+) :REMark create a proper date string
510 H0T_D0 'b' :REMark Pick Button Frane
520 H0T-D0 0HR$(232) :REMark put the system to sleep
,30 ERT H0T*IHY 1'^',dd$) :REMark put the date onto a hotkey
510 ERT HoT-XEY ('Q"CUn$(e O)&'Q'&CHn$(10));REMark put FJlQuit onto a hotkey
5r0 H0T-G0 :REMark start the hotkey system

:REMark call up the Pick Menu

:REMark call up the Rjob Menu

the sereen

The Stuffer Buffer
The Stuffer Buffer is a very useful part o{ the
QPAC 2 armoury. At a basic level you can call up
a 'Files' menu and select a file by HlTting it, You

can then leave that menu and go into another
program execute the command to load a file,

press 'ALT/SPACE' and the previously selected
file name appears. This is a useful procedure for
programs like Quill which have no file seleciion
process. There is also a new keYword,
'HOT-STUFF' which you can use in your Super-
Basic programs. You can, for instance generaie a

string and then use the line, HOT-STUFF
mystring$ in your own programs. Pressing
'ALT/SPACE' will produce that string in the same
way.

Fu rther Experi nrentatio n
Now thai you have a functioning Boot file you

can try some experiments with the lormat and

commands within it.
Try removing the '1' from the 'HOT-LOADI

{'x','l|p1-XCHANGE') command and then see
what happens when you press 'AL7x' a few
times.
Add the lines
BT-SIEEP rJobsr

BT-SLEEP tChannels'

B?-SLEEP tButtonl

to the Boot file and see the result. The Button
menu is very interesting because it gives you a

menu consisting of all of the programs in the
system, D0 one of these names and a button
with the name in it will appear on the frame. DO

the button and that program with slart

;REMark put Xchange on a button
;REMark put menuconfig on a button
:REMark put flp1_ o* a button

Xchange.
Xchange is the Psion four: ie all of the Psion
programs built into one package. This program is
now Public Domain and has been extensively
changed and re-written by Erling Jacobson in

Denmark. I have only included the basic execu-
table file here and the full version, which includes
printer drivers, documentation and configuration
files can be obtained from various BBS and PD

sources. I have used this in preference to the
single Psion programs because it handles the
memory of the computer better lf you do want
to use the single Psion programs then you
should refer to the QPAC 2 manual page 36
which describes how to set up memory con-
siraints for these and other diflicult programs

The sXd command
ln the Files menus that you get from QPAC 2
there is a small item in the comrnands line
marked sXd. thrs has confused many a user and,
if it is mentioned in the manual, ii is so buried in

the text as to be easy to miss. lt's function is to
'swap source and destination device' hence the
acronym but it does absolutely nothing until you
have a device for it to swap to The best way to
see the item functioning is to call up a tiles menu,
choose a file from the menu and then copy it to
raml-. lf you then hlt the sXd symbol you will get
an instant directory of raml-. lf you had copied it
to raml-test- then you would get a directory of
raml-test-, it is as simple as that. Thls will work
with Copy, Move, Updaie, and Backup. What
throws most people is that they load a files menu
when they first get QPAC 2 and then hit the sXd
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button Of course nothing happens. lf you have
not performed an action on the files ihen you will
have no device to swap to.

Epilogua
So there you have it. Many of the things that I

have mentioned in this series are in the manual
but they are lost in the texi and what you really
want to do is to gel the thing up and running. I do
not intend this text to replace the manual and I

would like to stress that you should read the full

QPAC 2 manual and run the tutorial provided. I

hope that this has been of some use in that
respect and I would welcome any suggestions
from users as to how I could make it even easier

for them. QPAC 2 does require some inpui from
the user because it is designed to be a flexible
way of organising your system and to cope with
a whole range of different programs, In this age
of Windows xx most people expect to be able to
go to the command line and type in 'lnstall', ln

some ways we are going down that road with
the ProWesS system that PROGS are developing
at the moment but I still like to be able to arrange
rny screens that way I want them and not have it
all done for me. I like ihe button frame so much
that I have loads of them on my system and
Staurt Honevball of Miracle Svstems thinks !

should have a message come up after I boot up
saying'Warning. Too many Buttonsl'

Rants
J6rome Grimbert

This is lust some rants about some ol the things
that have been irritating me. Well, ii starts with
rants and may end up difterently. The last drop in

rny rant vase was with the lssue 1 of Volume 6 of
QLIoday (which is a wonderful revue, neverthe-
less): on page 5, about the Sprite editor for Q40

{and also for QPC2 and QXL with high colour
drivers), the editor nicely indicated that the
software had been updated. But the provided
URL is false, since the fall of altern.org in June
2000 (yes, last year). I have since moved the site
to various providers, and thanks to the sugges-
tion of Thierry Godefroy, everybody can now
bookmark forever (?) the following URL'

http://g rimbert.cjb.net/
(it will redirect your browser t0 the current
location of my site, wherever it is, was or will be).

Moreove[ the latest update in the sprite editor
was to add the saving of sprite in binary (as

requested in a previous issue of Qltoday), and
this version (1.20) was distributed on the latest

QLToday floppy (5 Years). So it was nice to see
some news about my programs, but I would have
preferred the URL to be able to work, and the
version of the Sprite editor to be the right one. I

suppose the news are taken from the ql-user list,

to which I did post an update message a long
lime ago, when the sprite editor reached the
version 0,99, but having it to appear in QLToday
while the previous issue distributed the latest
version is just strange.
I really enjoy the tutorral by Wolfgang Lenerz
aboui programming Prowess in SBasic, it even
gives me some idea for a tutorial about
programming the PE in C. But I wonder if there is

any Prowess driver for the QPC2 in high colour
mode? lf yes, where can they be retrieved trom?
And how should they be installed? ,As the tirst
high colour system was the QXL, I can under-
stand that there was no Prowess driver for the
QXL (given the needs for a lot of memory and
fast l/0, using Prowess on a QXL with the high
colour drivers is not practical), but with QPC2,
there is no memory problem (really, I'm running
with 96 Mega), and l/O is just fine with modern
CPU (ok, even on my old Pentium lBOlVHz). So I

believe a high colour driver should be available
for QPC2 and Prowess. While I'm speaking of
Prowess, is there any way to reduce the 30
seconds wait that can be observed when
loading Prowess at startup, because, on my Q40,
all seems to be finished in may be 10 seconds,
and it nevertheless take about half a minute to
display the first Prowess buttons.
Next, io answer to Roy Wood in issue 1 volume 6
of QLToday, about the patch made by Richard to
SMSQ/E 2.98, I must say that since I applied the
patch {as published in the ql-user email list}, my
Q40 is working better Previously, I had trouble
loading Prowess (sometime it loads, sometime it
did not dare to show any window, just keeping
some iobs and memory), as well as with the
Lonely Joker {same story, sometime it loads, and
sometime only the LJ entry in the jobs list was
there). With the paiched SMSQ/E, it always
works fine nowl
While speaking of SMSQ/E, on QPC2 this time, I

tried to PRINT 1,08-304 and it just broke the
SBasic windows... lt seems there is something
like a bug or two in the handling of very small
numbers by SMSQ/E {well, may be also on the
classical QL, but I did not test it).

There is also a strange thing on the Q40, where
the smallest number one can enter is not the
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smallest p0ssible number: PRINT 1.0t-616 is

rejected, but PRINT 1,0t-615/1.0t5 is fine (and
give 1E-620), Alas, it seems there is no arithmetic
underflow because PRINT 1E'6151186 also grves
1E-620). lt would be a good thing to fix and
uniformise the Slt/SQ/f versions {at least, Q40
and QPC2),
And finally about the QSSS (the sound system
described in a previous issue), I download the

seven zip files a long time ago {in March), but all

the zip files are full of error (WinZip on PC refuse
to open them, and using ziplunzip on Q40, most
of the files inside the zip archives are reported as
having errors). Does anybody succeed to use
the QSSS? Was there any error corrected since?
And last think, what is the correct URL {because, I

lost r1... so i{ the author of the QSSS could refresh
my memory, it would be great).

tuty Wish [-ist
Bruno Ooafivy

Dear Santa Qlaus,
My Wish List, for the times to
come, consists of the follow-
ing:

Docunnentation
- All the documentation which
pertains to SMSQ and the
QXL's version of SMSQ/F.
This includes, amongst other
things, the exact format of the
QXL.WIN liles and the internal
workings of the SBASIC
threaded inierpreter (or incre-
mental compiler if you prefer..).

0f course, the technical de-
scription of the PC/QXL
interface would be a bonus

Software
- The 16 and {or ?) 256 (the

best choice if we consider
that the 16 colour mode is

being pretty rare on recent
graphic cards) colour drivers
for ihe QXL. Moreove[ the
QXL being limited to a maxi-
mum of BMB of RAM, it would
be very desirable to exploit
the power on the PC side to
the best. ln my setup, there
are about ten times more
processing power and ihirty
two times more memory on
the PC side {this PC is com-
pletely outdated...) than on the
QXL2 side... Alas, I also sup-
pose this latter point involves
a partial {complete?) rewrite of
the PCIQXL interface. As a

matter of fact, my dream

would be to see the imple-
mentation of a PC/QXL inter-
face as described in Thierry
Godef roy's document 'PCto

QXL-txt' (1995) available on
QLCF BBS {Area 15)

- A great improvement could
stand in using the "UNREAL'

mode of the PC, provided that
n vl ^.^ , ,^ ^ ^+ l^^^+ ^ ^.)t: 

t^*vnLurS u)c dr rgd5r d Joo fut,
better a 486, because this ge-
neration of PC scarcelly ac-
cepts more than 16 MB of
RAM and nowadays, second-
hand 385 PCs are nowhere to
be found anyway..). The 'UN-

REAL" mode {which is ob-
tained thanks to the freeware
UNREAL,EXE file by Daniele
Paccaloni) is a mode which
permits to access the whole
PC's memory {i.e 4GB under
DOS...)in FLAT mode while ac-
tually operating in REAL
mode. An alternatrve would
be to make use of RFM,IXE
(Real Flat Mode) by Ken
Martwick. Or maybe, WDOSX

which is, according to Mi-

chael Tippach, it's author: a

free DOS extender would
do? Lastly, EMS, XMS or DPMI

could be used
. The QXL is handicapped by a
PC side code written in pure

8086 assembler which is real-
ly a shame, considering the
extended facilities offered by
80386+ code. At the moment,
the right question is: how
many people are still using a

QXL with a 8088, 8086,
80188,80186 or 80286 based
PC? lt would be ridiculous to
stick to 8086 code if the ma-
jority of QXLers now have 32

bits powered PCs, Again,
using a QXL on a more "mo-

dern' PC as described
above would permit in its
turn to use more powerful in-

structions and addressing
modes, as well as using the
entirety of ihe PC's memory.
Such an evolution is manda-
tory if QXLers want to use
colour drivers in a comfor-
table way

- Another goodie would be to
get the possibility of aNfecting
winl- to winS- independantly
of the DOS default order of
drive letter assignment {C, D,

8., ). This is interesting when
you have created many parti-
tions 0n your hard drive
(seven, for exarnple, of which
six contain a QXL.WIN file) and
you also have, say, a CD-ROM
drive and a ZIP drive that are
to be accessed under
SMSQ/[. A rather rustic - but
sufficient - solution would be
to make use, in the code on
the PC side, of a 8 entries
table (i.e, B bytes) contalning
the letters (which can then be
easily edited with a sector
editor or whatever), in re-
placement of directly calcula-
ting by means of an addition
the letter of the drive for the
current QXLWIN file. lt would
be perfect, since once one
uses a configuration which
suits his needs, such a con-
figuration is then not changed
daily
- And, of course, debugging
SMSQ/I V2.98 for the QXL-
which suf fers f rom some
teething troubles as fully as
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possible. I hasten to add that
SMSQ/E V2.98 for the QXL is

worth having and the new
PC/QXL interface is remark
able

Hardware
Now for a lot nnore wishes,
what about a QXL3/QXXL?
Such a proposai may seem
surprising/inappropriate, but
some facts are to be con-
sidered. Firstly, here are some
general considerations {please
write in these columns if i arn
wrong or if you disagree, it will

make the Editors happy. ),- Some people ask among
other things - for the imple-
mentation of proportional
fonts, "background" disk/hard
disk and a new screen driver
with updating of burried win-
dows. Do they realise thai all

these goodies need A LOT of
processing power? I think so
if they already use ProWesS
(no olfence here, Joachim...)

-Motorola are NO longer deve-
loping the 6BK family (how

long will these processors be
sold?) Furlhermore, the best
chip available i.e. the 68060 is,

as far as i know quite expen-
sive lf i remember righi, a

price of t250 was quoted
some years ago Jor the 50
MHz version

- The makers of the most fa-

mous 'personal assistant' in

the world (sold by the million )

is about to abandon the Mo-
torola DragonBall processor

{with a CMOS 68K core simi-
lar to the one of the Gold
Card) in favour of a processor
from the ARM family (sorry,

Arnould,.)
-Motorola have recently acqui-
red a license io produce ARM
processors {see above}

- Last-minute (3rd July 2001)' in

the July-August issue of a

French computers magazine
is rnentioned the fact that Mo-
torola are about to produce a

200 MHz version of the Dra-
gonBall called "DragonBall

MXl'. So, it seems the above
information is already out-
dated,.. The article does not
state if a 200 MHz stand-
alone 68000 is about to be
marketed as well, Anyway, a

big thank you to the person
(Santa Qlaus?) who sugges-
ted this development,,,

- The VME market, which was,
et thp vprv hpoinnino r-lnsplvll llt l6l vlvvvl,

related to the 6BK range of
processors and is always a

mass market, inexorably sees
the collapse of the 6BK family
in favour of the x86s, Power-
PCs and the like

- lvlotorola are developing a ta-
mily o{ processors called
"ColdFire", which are meant to
be 'MC 68000 compatible",
very powerful and cheap, ln
particular; - but i do not know
prices the ColdFire V4e
should be available in 2001:
350 MIPS 225 MHz (0.18r,),

510 MIPS ' 333 MHz (0 i3/,).
Both have a MMU, a FPU, an

enhanced MAC [Multiply
ACcumulate operation, which
seems to be heavily used in

signal processing applications
such as Fast Fourier Trans-

forms) and even hardware
support for multi-processing,
expanded debug facilities and
an in-build EDO/SDRAM inter-
facel Just imagine a QXL with
this microprocessor a PCI

bus, lots of RAM in the form
of standard PC DlMMslSlMMs
(no more slave blocks) and
the NET port

And now lollow some personal
considerations'

Qlers that have opted for the
QXL emulator prefer to get
the QXL's successor rather
than to invest in a new
machine {well, at least, i know
of one that DO prefer: yours
trulyl)

-The QXL can use the PC's 4,3

ratio screen formats {ie
640x480, 800x600 and
1024x768 at the moment) I

think it is a great advantage
since i do not like when pic-
tures are viewed on to a 2:i
ratio screen: they really look
ugly (yes, I know, this is what
a standard QL gives..,)

- A card which fits directly into
a PC is liable to attract PC

users into our world, or even
rnake former QL users getting
back, which is not the case
with other hardware solutions.
Even if the Q40 (by the way,

hats off, Graf Bros.l) can run
Linux, I do not think it will at-
tract PC users,.. Furthermore, i

have read and heard that the
Linux 'distributions' begin to
be f aced with compatibility
problems

- Contrary to what have been
maintained so far the PC/QXL
interface is rather reliable (the

one of SMSQ/I V2,91 already
was). ln fact, I have been back
to DOS more quickly than i

expected mainly when hac-
king around {invaluable NET
port...) or when using bugged
softwares. But, as far as I

know there is NO machine in
the world (not only ours...)
which is exempted f rom
crashing under all circumstan
ces. As for the speed issue,
only remember people who
overclocked their QXLs many
years ago and please con
sider that the hardware inter-
face can be improved (PCl

bus, dual-ported ram...)

Well, as you have probably
guessed, this is a plea for
someone (hi, Nasta!) making
this card, be it in mono-pro-
cessing or multi-processing
(what? * yes, of course I have
blown my topl) mode. The lat-
ter would be GRTAT and would
make appear the price of the
PCI chip smaller in compari-
s0n...
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Conclusio n
Since Santa Qlaus is very much
appreciated, the deliveries
wear his sledge and the rein-

deers are ravenous (sorry, it
should read: 'must be given
decent food"), I for one, am
prepared to invest/spend
MONEY in all the above
Provided that enough persons
(l think of the QXL community in

the first place, of course) are
interested, it would be possible
to, say, pay the development of

SMSQ/I for the QXL3/QXXL
platform.

A last word: should this prompt
Nasta to make the QXL3/QXXL
{i understand it would represent
a great deal of work), I am also
prepared lo help paying the
development of SMSQ/E for
the GOLDFIRE, whilsi I am not-
a priory interested in pur-

chasing one.
All in all, and at leasi, this Wish
List has given rne the oppor-
tunity to give some material to

the Editors.
Any reactrons?

Happy New Year lo you alll (this

article was originally written on
3rd February 2001)

.... yes, and a bff early far
Santa 2002 :-) Actually we
delayed this article lwice and I

can't tell why Maybe the
editors are just overworked.
Sorry Bruno - but there's sfitl
plenty of time for next XMas.

QPCQv2 - with the n€w
graphie drivers!
Norman Dunbar

Some time ago, there was much talk on the QL
mailing list about the new graphics drivers. At

first I didn't pay nruch attention - who needs
more than 8 colours anywaf Then Marcel
Kilgus released the latest version of QPCZ

entitled QPC2vZ and with it came version 2.98
of SMSQ and the nruch talked about GD2

system - the new graphics drivers,

Suftice to say, the GD2 system is a break from QL
tradition, wiih many more colours available to QL
programs. When I first started it up, something
was 'wrong' with the screen - but I couldn't quite

put my finger on it then I noticed that sorne of
my Pointer Enabled programs had nice blue icons

onamode4screen!
There are more facilities at hand in the latest
version of QPC2, for instance, under Windows,
the program can be configured to run 'tn a

window' or full screen. You can of course switch

between the two with ludicious use of the CTRL
+ SHIFT + F12 keys to toggle between modes as

and when you wish.

On startup there are a number of screen
resolutions offered - pick whichever suits your

needs, but if the one y0u want isn't there, simply

type the sizes into the correct boxes and it might

be allowed. I tried 480 by 320 (iust for fun) but lt
relected my choice telling me that I had to have a

resolution of at least 512 in ihe 'x' direction. lt
appears that the resolution settings relate to QL
pixels and not Windows ones.
Not to worry, as I can use the DISP-COLOUR

command when QPC2 is running to set the size I

want. Simply type
DISP_COLOIIR, /+80, 320
and it will be set to the size I want - or so I

thought. QPC2 quietly rounds the sizes up to the
minimum allowed and sets the window size to
ihat. Note the comma before the 480, by the way,
that 'missing' first parameter specilies the colour
depth and can be zero for QL colours or 3 for 16

bit - 65536 colours There are other setting of 1,2
and 4 for 4 bit (16 colours),2tor B bit (256 colours)
and 4 for 24 bit {16 million + colours) but the
documentation says that these don't exist.
There are other parameters to set the monitor
framerate etc but these are documented as doing
nothing on most machines, and it rs best to not
adjust these settings as PC monitors can be
overdriven which causes them to go 'phut' and
stop working - unless they are very expensive
and prevent you from doing it.

One other problem with changing color depth,
which is documented, is the fact the the Pointer
Environment doesn't restore the screen very well
if a program is switched into after a colour depth
change.
The GD2 drivers now allow your'QL' to have any
number of colours trom the good old fashioned 4
or 8 colours, 256 colours or 24 bit which offers
well over 16 million dilferent colours. lf this wasn't
enough, you can set the program to run in 4
colour mode, but redefine the colours to be
something totally dlfferent - as in the following
example. Note that the colours have to be defined
in 'true colour' mode which is a 32 bit long word
made up of B bits of zero, B bils for red, B bits for
green, B bits blue , so red is $00ff0000 in hex,
green is $0000ff00 and blue is $0000ff Mixing
the colours up in varying amounts gives different
colours.
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ln the documentation that comes with your
upgrade, section 3.1 describes the format as
RGBO {B bits red, green, blue and zero} which
doesn't maich the examples given. The real
format is as described above - ORGB with B bits
for each.
By the way, the docurnentation also advises
against redefining colour zero - but doesn't give
any reasons!
l-000 Crimson = $ff0064 : REMark RGB

l-005 SeaGreen = $00ff9B : REMark RGB

1010 White = Cri"mson + SeaGreen :

REMark $ffffff
1015 PAIE?TE*QL 0r0,0rCrinson, Crimson,

SeaGreen, SeaGreen, White, White

This gives us the correct mode 4 colours, even
though we are running in high colour mode. There
is an explanation in the documentation as to why
this may be required - and as I mentioned earlie[
this resets my blue icons back to the correct
colours when running under the Pointer [nvi-
ronment and High Coiour mode. Mind you, I hap-
pen to like the new style blue icons, so I don't
bother to redefine the 'correct' mode 4 colours on
my system.

Of course, there is nothing to stop you setting a
compleiely different set of colours to the 'stan-

dard' 4 -or 8:

1000 ivory = $FFFFFO
1010 purpls = $800080
1020 sea-sick = $CCFF66
1030 duck_egg = $O0FFCC
1040 black = 0
1050 blue = $0000FF
1060 red = $FF0000
1-070 green = $00FF00
1080 :

1090 PALETTE-QL Orblack, redrbluergreen,
duck_egg, sea_sick, purple, ivory

1100 cLS
1110FORx=0T019
1120 STRTP x MOD B

1130 PRINT to 5O : print
1140 END FOR X

In the above example, the 'normal' QL I c0lours
have been amended to completely different ones,
and when this runs in mode 4, there are I
coloursll

A quick word about pal€ttes
The new drivers have the ability to display
numerous colours, while the old QL could display
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4 or 8 according to the mode. This means that
some of the new colours need to be'mapped'to
the old ones in order to allow old style programs
to run correctly.
Remember that even in QL mode, 4 you can
safely run the command 'PAPIR 255'and get one
of the stippled colours, for example. This rneans
that some of the stippled colours which are a mix
of white and some other colour: will show up as
white in a normal QL, but something different
under the new drivers - because there are so
many colours.
Like an artist, a palette is used to hold a selectron
of colours from all those available. At startup, QPC2
maps its palette to show the old style QL colours-
so red shows as red etc. Because this mapping
doesn't quite work for some programs that show
colours outside the range 0 to 7, the choice of
mappings can be changed-as shown above.

Wallpaper
A subiect so beloved of those poor souls who
spend all their life using Windows - much time is

wasted setting desktop colours and wallpaper
images io try to make their working life a wee bit
nrore bearable. Well, now we too can while away
the hours setting background colours and wail-
paper using the BGCOLOUR-xx and BGIMAGE
procedures.
BGCOLOUR-QL takes a QL colour code and
sets the colour of the QPC2 wlndow to that
colour so BGCOLOUR-QL 255 sets a stippled
black/white colour (grey) on my system.
BGCOLOUR -24 255 sets a true colour in the
format ORGB, which sets a very nice shade of
blue, These commands do not affect the colours
of any opened QL windows nor any windows yet
io be opened - they simply change the desktop
colour for QPC. (Desktop being the bit that all the
olher windows are opened upon-if you like.)

BGIMAGI takes a filename as a parameter This
must be a plain SBYTTS image for the screen
and sets the desktop to show that image,

The new DOS_ device driver
Another new feature in QPC2 is the DOS- device
driver This allows you to save and load QL
programs and or files trom the native PC filing
system. Device DOSI* is really C\, DOS2- is your
D drrve and so on up to DOSB- which is your J
drive.

One caveat of the DOS driver is that filenames
will get truncated to the QL's 36 byte limit-even
though DOS allows much longer names. The 36
characters are those after the devlce name,

DOSn-, of course.

SAVE D0s]-test.bas
will save the current file in the root of your C drive
as'test.bas'.

I,OAD D0S2-QD0S_BASIC_Ies t. bas
will load the file test.bas from one of three places'
d:\qdos-basic-test.bas or
d:\qdos-basic\test.bas or
d:\qdos\b asic\test.bas
it all depends on whether you have the directory
structures set up on the DOS drive or not.

I find this device to be extremely useful - more
useful to me that the new colour driver in factl
When I'm working on QLTdis or the assembler tu-
torials, I only have Windows at work and QPC2
and windows at home. I save rny work to a DOS
folder ai work, and when I get home I simply load
it from there into QPC2 using the DOS_ device. lf I

update it at home, I save back to the DOS folder
and then reload it when I get back to work.
Simple, effective and very useful indeed.
There is another caveai with the DOS device.
Opening channels to the directory of a DOS
device will fail if the name given is a filename
which exists. Under QDOSMSQ this doesn't fail
but works its way back up the lilename until it
opens a device which is a directory, DJToolkit, for
example, has the DJ-OPEN-DIR extension, a few
tests with that shows the following,
DJ-0PEN--DIR (' raml-test_b in t )
actually opens ihe directory of RAMI* whether
test-bin exists as a file on raml- or not.
DJ-0PEN-3IN ( I dos2-qltdis-diss-asm I )
fails -7 NOT FOUND if the file exists as a file, not
as a directory, lf the lile doesn't exist, it still fails
with error - 7. The name passed must exist and
must be a directory on the device.
This then throws up another problem, EOF
doesn't seem to work correctly on channels to
DOS devices whether opened as directories or
normal files - it always returns true even when the
file has just been opened, as in,

1000 x = DJ-OPEN-IN( tdos2_qltdis_diss_asm' 
)

1010 IF x < 0 THEN Process_3rror: ST0P
10J-5 REPeat Loop
l-020 rF EoF(#x) THEN EXrT Loop
LA25 input #x,ag
1030 Do-Something a$
1035 END REPeat Loop
10/+0 CLOSE #x

The above code always shows an end of file on
the directory channel, and so Do-something is
never called.
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Docu mentation provided
My update from QBranch came with a few sheets
of A4 describing the new graphics drivers, colour
rnodes etc both in S*Basic and Assembler
formats. There are a couple of example programs
for you to type in showing the new colours.
Another few sheets show the new features in
SMSQ 2 98 and reiterates the details about the
new colour drivers.

Surnrnary
The above may give you an idea of what is

included in the new version of QPC2 and help you
to decide it it is worth upgrading or not.

Personally I think the DOS device driver is a lot

more useful to me than the colour stuff - your
thoughts may well be different.
All in all, I give it 10/10 regardless of the bugs
outlined above because I know Marcel will be on
the case as soon as he can to fix them. I highly
recommend upgrading contact QBranch or
Jochen Merz lor details. One rnain reason for up-
grading is the fact that many authors will already
have done so, and their new programs will no
doubt be making good use of the new features

Finally
lf you wish to experiment with the colour options
available using the new GD2 drivers, download a
copy of Wolfgang Lenerz's col*obj prograrn and
have a play with it

The North Arneriean Qt Show In
Montrea!
by Al and Dorothy Boehm

As usual we started a day late
and a dollar short. There were
so many last minute things to
do plus my trip money had been
raided for various essentials.
What to do? Drive through the
nightl So I had an extra day to
complete everything and would
not have to pay for a motel the
first night. Dorothy and I started
in Alabama at 11 PM and drove
until 4 PM the next
afternoon to arrive al
Dorothy's Sister's
house in Pennsylvania.
The next day's travel
took us to our Daugh-
ter Liz's home near
Boston, Then the next
day there was only a

six hour drive to Mon-
treal,
For the first time, we
were stopped at the
Canadian border I think
it was because we 6{s,

had Lrz and our new F;s:

grandchild but no papa
- lan had to work and
would meet us there
Friday night Af ter some checks,
we were found not guilty of
child-napping and allowed to
pass.

The directions, which I had
wrote from maps and telephone
conversations, turned out to be
amazrngly accurate, and we
arrived at Concordia University
without any false turns. There
we met lnge and Deilrich Buder
and had supper with them. The
next morning I fetched Joe
Lapunzia and his grandson
John from the airport. And we

made a trial run down to the old
port where we would catch the
dinner cruise. We ambled
around checking the tourist

lures, We did visit the Notre
Dame Basilica The building is

worth an architectural and artis
tic view but in addilion, I have
found The Holy Sacrament
Chapel to be one of the holiest
places on earth.
Friday night, most of us had
arrived and met in the parking
lol lo go to the Antico Martini
Italian Restaurant lt was a snafu
since no one could remernber
the name or location of the
restaurant. We milled around in

the parking lot while I tried to
boot up my PC laptop which
takes forever However we
were saved by Francois Lan

ciault, the local show
host, who did not see
us at the restaurant
so came t0 the
rescue. All turned out
well since the tood
was good and the
QL chatter invigo
raling.
Aflerwards, a group
of us including Tony
Firshman, Darren Bra
nagh, Liz and lan Po
draza and myself
sang barbershop
slyle songs in the
dormitory lounge.
Tony hoped to whip
us up to a level that

we could perform on the dinner
cruise. There are some very
good voices in that group, but
su{fice it to say we needed
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another practice or two before
we could go on the road.
The Concordia University dor-
miiories fell a littie short of lhe
amenities of a four star hotel.
The bathrooms were down the
hall, and every time you went in,

the hand dryer located next to
the door turned on to announce
your entry. And what good can I

say about a college dorm snack
kitchen? But they were fine for
a night or lwo, the price

was right, and they actu-
ally brought back fond
memories of olden days.
The dormitory door is

locked after 10 PM Ac-
lually I think it is locked
before then, but a board
is placed in lhe doorway
to keep it openl ln any
case, I made special ar-
rangements for Jochen
Merz and Marcel Kilgus
who were arriving late
to get in after 10 PIV

The show itself was
held in the Loyola High
School library which
contained aside from
books about two dozen com-
puters all tied to the internet.
Plus downstairs in the base-
ment there was a robotics lab. lt

was a really nice place to have
a computer meeiing. Thanks
Francois. Also thanks to Kevin
O'Leary who prrnled name lags
and collected money for the
boat trip and breakfasts
TF Services, J-M-S, Q-Celt, and

Qbranch displayed their
goodies, presented advice, and
gave an occasional twisl of the
screwdriver to wayward devi-
ces. Al Boehm advertised
George Morris' Bible Study
Helps and The American ver-
sron of the SBastc/SuperBasic
Manual. Al, by arrangement with
Rich Mellol copies the original
manual on to 8.5 by 11 inch size
pages for distribution in Ame-
rica only Also Al offered hard

drives 2 for $4 These are 300 -

400 Mbyte drives that had been
replaced when a company

upgraded to gigabyie drives lf

any QLer wants two or two
dozen, they are yours for the
price o{ poslage. These drives
were thoughtfully saved by Bill

McKelvey when the company
was about to throw them in the
trash bin.

Once the ladies ascertained
that we at fhe meeling could
carry on unsupervised, they -

Dorothy, lnge, Ann Schaaf, Mary

Boyle-Cabie, and Liz with her
new baby Colin plus the kids,
Rigel Cable and John (Joe

LaPunzina's grandson) - were
driven by lan to downtown
Montreal. lnge, Ann, Mary, and
Dorothy went shopping in the
underground mall several sto-
ries high (low?) Liz, lan, baby
Colin, Rigel, and John wenl Io
the lmax Theater to interact in a
movie in which they blasted
bacleria invading the body John
did so well he won free tickets
which he presented to Francois
for his sick son Yan {Good
show Johnl) Atter the movie
they pedeled a four wheel
brcycle around lhe park next to
the St. Lawrence Seaway
Everyone had a good day
learning more about Montreal.
Back at the show I (Al) was
having a high time buying things
such as a robolic unit from TF
Services I plan to play with it
until my grandson's Matt's Birth'

day in September then give it to
him {or his QL 0f course, if llike
it too much, Matt may have to
wait until Christmas or later I

intended to demo MlDlPlayer 3
at the show This version has a
juke box capability of cycling
through a list of titles Plus I

finally corrected some of my
spelling errors which Simon
Goodwin has been afler me
about. But there was trouble

with my Qubide card and
Roy Wood look it back
with him to see if it could
be repaired. This problem
also short circuited my
plan 1o work with Herb
Schaaf to provide MlDl
music based on his
higher dimensional ma-
thematical animations.
The most exciting part of
the show was when Jim
Hunkins unveiled the QL
Desktop (an1 This is a
frontend that has some
of the nicer fealures of
the Macintosh or Win-
dows Desktops while
trying to avoid some of

their obvious limitations. Jim
used a large screen video dis-
play to illustrate various capa-
bilities Also Jim asked for and
got a lot of feedback on what is

needed, ways to do it, and
potential problems Quite a bit
has been already programmed
such as the icon editor A lot of
people will tind the QDT very
usef ul. Much more can and
should be said about QDT but I

expect a comprehensive de-
scription will be presented
elsewhere
Bill Cable represenled Quanta
and diplomatically queried
attendees to see if they wanted
to join or renew
All told, there were 21 altendees
at the show plus at least two
curious people who looked in

to see what was going on.
Mysteriously there were two
men who showed up several
days earlier and asked i{ lhis
was where the QL show was
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going to be. The school princi-
pal had forgotien about ihe
arrangement and told them no
show here. I wonder who they
were?
After the show most of us went
on the river boat Calvalier
Maxim for a dinner and dance
while cruising down ihe St
Lawrence River For
the entree I had a

good size lobster
The table service
was OK; indeed one
might say il was
amazingly good con-
sidering the boiste-
rous nature of the
crowd. There was a
large number of
young people cele-
brating their gradu-
ation. But I refuse to
let anyone out bois-
ter me. When il
came time to dance
on the open deck
with the fireworks
overhead, Dorothy and I were
boogying with the most hyper
of lhem
After ihe boat ride, a group of
our vendors went to check out
the Montreal night life The went
inlo one bar but when more
than one of the male customers
looked at Tony's beard like it
was cute, they decided to beat
a tactical retreat. No go. The
nexl bar they went inlo ihey ran
inio the same situalion, and the
third one too Oh well, they did
see an unique part of Montreal's
night lile
On Sunday moring we had
co{fee, juice, pasties, and fruit in
the sludent lounge NISQLUG
with everyone inviled, held a

meeting on what could
NISQLUG do for the QL. ll was
pointed out that we had

sponsored Simon Goodwin in

the development of the MlDl
keywords and presented a

prize for the development of
TCP/IP We think this lype of
compensation is effective at

lhis time since many QL de-
velopers can not expect to
obtain large earnings f rom
sales, but understandingly they
are not willing to work long
hours for nothing. The question
was then raised, 'What do we
want developed?' i think it was
too early on a Sunday morning

since no def initive answers
were put forth, or perhaps I had
boogied too much the night
before and just don't remember
any answers The topic will be
on our July Virtual Meeting {VM)
agenda.
The status of lhe NESQLUG
Virlual Meetings was reviewed.
The first VM in January had little
discussion and only a few
voters. Howeve[ $50 was
approved for lhe show. The
second meeting slated for
March was delayed to April
since two of the officers were
in away in Europe. ll turned out
to match the New tngland
town meelings in hot discus-
sion and varied ideas. One
officer threatened to quit. The
ballot came back with so many
write-in suggestions that no
item, excepi one, passed or
failedl No lack of interest here.
All but the one item were
tabled for the July VM which
should prove intereslrng. The
one item thal passed was ihat

overseas members need no{
pay any money to belong to
NTSQLUG lnstead, they must
contribute one article per year.

NESQLUG-NET our web site
with many links to individual
member's sub-sites, is slowly
corning together lt is located:
wwwgeocilies.cominesqlugl/

The 1 at the end of
nesqlug is because
a certain web mas-
ter, no names men-
tioned, forgot the
pass word to the
original URL
Possible sites for
nexl year's show
were discussed.
Although Florida
and California were
mentioned, the con-
sensus was for
Washington, DC
Since Ruth Fegley
did not come to the
meeting, she is no-
minated f or local

host.
After the NESQLUG meeting,
we all went our separale ways
to continue touring or to drive
back home Four of us did
wangle our way into the St.

lgnatius choir (adjacent to
Concordia Universily) and sang
and played Herb and Ann
Schaaf who came to listen said
it sounded pretty good.
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Flaying with your QET
- The NA QL Show in lr{ontreal
Darren Branagh

I have been hijacked into doing
this review of what was an

excellent and enlightening
show in a great location - the
French Canadian city of Mon-
treal. Problem is, Where do I

startl

At the beginning is always best
I suppose I arrived on the Fri-

day night prior to the Saturday
2nd June show and hitched a
ride to a nearby ltalian restau-
rant with Francois Lanciault
who had very graciously
agreed to meet me and drive
me lo the meal location
Thanks again Francois. When I

arrived at the restaurant, every-
one had finished their meal (not

to worry, I'd eaten on the plane)

and were talking about all

things QL - Al Boehm and his
wife were there, with Bill Cable
and his wife and Son with Tony

Firshman in tow (Tony had ar-

rived a week earlier and stayed
with Bill at hrs home in Vermont)
Not to mention Kevin O'Leary,
and Dietrich Buder from Ger-

many, and Joe La Punztna lrom
New York

We all sat and chatted for an

hour or so after the meal and

caught up on things, and I met
a few of the new faces for the
first time. Some jokes flowed
f rom our American Cousins,
and l, being lrish, was lhe butt
of many of themll

As it got dark, we decided io
return to our beds in anticipa-
tion ol the show the lollowing
morning. Al Boehm and his fa-

mily along with Tony Firshman

had a plot in hand to try some
Barber shop quartet singing
back at the university campus
where we were staying, so I

came along and ioined in

never tried it before, but had a
great time tryingl Al brought his
gultar and we gave a few
Creedance Clearwater Revival
tunes a go too ' great fun.

The following morning came
soon enough (especially as I

had been up tor about 30
hours straight) and we met for
a brief breakfast in the music
room were we had a great time
the night belore Herb Schaaf
and his wife eame down for
breakfast, (who incidentally
demoed a new program at the
show - a great superbasic ver-
sion of the game "the Wall" by
Woltgang Lenerz, with defina-
ble block sizes - a very nice
program) as did all the others
from the night before By this
time, Jochen Merz, Marcel
Kilgus, Roy Wood, and Jim
Hunkins had arrived by car
from New York (not sure if they
arrived that mornrng or the
night before) and ioined us too
before driving just across the
street to the Loyola High
school library where the show
was to be held.

The Library was upstairs in the
school, so we used the lift to
transport our flight cases up
there. The library was large and
spacious, and proved a good
venue for a show, despite the
rather poor turnout on the day.
A lot ol faces were sadly mis-
sing, and some couldn't make it
for reasons beyond their
control, such as vrsa restric
tions. For many, it was a little
too far North to travel, although
I enjoyed the location enor-
mously.

Howeve[ it proved a very busy
show Francors Lancrault de-
monstrated his excellent Para-

graph word processor program
that runs under ProWesS, as
thanks to the abundance of
PC's with free internet access
in the library for student use, Bill

Cable's Son gave us a de-
monsiration of his Webmaster
skills - he upkeeps and main
tains the NESQLUG website in
his spare time, and gave us a
demonstration of the Web siie
and its features.

Tony was the first trader
spotted on entering the room,
and had his usual collection ol
QL hardware. F{e even had his

QL controlled Lego robot
present - qurte how he fitted all

this into a small rucksack is

beyond me! Kevin O'Leary had
a problem with his Q40 and a

CD-ROM drive, which I think
Tony was able to overcome.

Next to Tony was JMS and
Jochen Merz. He had his usual
vast collection of Pointer
Software, and the new edition
ol QL Today was released, with
its bright green cover and was
busy renewing subscribtions ,

Jochen had bought a new
Laptop to remedy the major
problems he had wrth the old
one (ask him to tell that story
sometimel) He had several
updates avarlable to many of
his programs, and as usual was
kept busy most of the day.

Roy Wood and Q-Brdnch were
next to me, and I spent the day
listening to Roy's Album, Roy
Weards Last Post were Roy
does the singing - great stuff.
Even Marcel liked it, which is
saying something - see Roy's
websrte for more detailsl Roy
had also rewritten the familiar
monrtor screen layout of the
QL (red, white and black) to
something completely different
using the new high colour dri-
versl I heard Roy say it had
been described as "an explo-
sion in a play-doh factory' and

ludging by the bright floures-
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cent colours Roy used on his

screen they weren't far off.

I also speni some time listening
to some local radio stations on
my Sinclair Radio I had brought
along - the Sinclair Xl FM scan
Radio This attracted a bit of
interest from our American

Ql'ers as many were unaware
o{ its existence - they are still

being sold on the Sinclair
Research website.
Just before Lunch, Francois
Lanciauli brought us down to
the basement to show us a

robot he had helped build, as
part of a "Robot Wars" type of
competion spon
sored by various
computer com-
panies. lt was a

large device, radio
controlled, whlch
had to be capable
of several tasks,
such as climbing

over small
wooden bollards
and carrying
objects very
clever design,
with a rotaiing
wheel system for
climbing, and a

fork lif t type
assembly f or
carrying lhings.

Quite impresstve.
Not 0L controlled
thoughl At lunchtime, we all ad-
journed to a nearby Greek
Restaurant for a bite to eat and

more chat,

When we got back from lunch,

we were treated to the high-

light of the show lt was a fan-

tastic presentaiion given by Jim

Hunkins on his new program,

called ODT {QL Desktop) This
was touched on in the last

issue of QL Today, but for
those that missed it, QDT is a

desklop for the QL - similar to
the deskiop on Windows
machines and X-Windows
under Linux.

Using the state of the art facili-
ties available to us in the high
school computer lab, Jim con-
necied his laptop to a nice
SVGA overhead projector: and
gave us a presentation of the
features and goals of QDT and
the hardware needed to run it
on, which, surprisingly, wasn't
that advanced whlch means it

should be useable by the vast
maiority of QL users. SMSQ/E
is needed though. The dis-
cussion that flowed between
us all was very beneficial and I

think Jim gleaned a lot of useful
pointers on things to implement

in the finished version He
gave us a demo of the icon
designer he has written, which
allows you to create your own
icons to launch a file with, all in
high coloul and to assign them
how you wish. One feature I

liked and welcomed to the QL
world was dragging and
dropping of lcons, and a waste
bin icon lor deleting files - all

are hoped to be implemented.
He even hopes to look at a

configurable Printer driver Ma-

nager for all applications to
use, so you don't have to load
di{ferent drivers for different

programs, The screen shots
look stunning, and I can't wait
for my beta copy to test it
(although after the hard time I

gave Jim at Picasso's Resiau-
rant the following day, be may
not send me onell I can't let you
all in on the ioke as it can't
really be printed in a magazine,
but suffice to say it reduced
Jochen and Marcel to tears of
laughter on several occasions
over the weekendl) Another
good one was the look on
Marcels face when I ordered
Snails as a starten at the restau-
rantll

Jim suggested a

time frame of end

,, before then. Jim

is eager to hear
from anyone who
would be interes-
ted in doing
some beta tes-
ting on the pro

duct.
Before we all

knew it, it was
after 5pm and we
had to clear up

as we had to be
ai the cruise ship
for 6.30pm This
was a truly excel-

lent experience - a large boat
turned restaurant, which served
excellent food while cruising
the rlver and allowing us to see
mosi of the sights of Montreal -

great fun. lt took about 3 hours
out and back, which was just

enough for Drnner and a few
glasses of wine, not to mention
some great photographs. A
little expensive, but a very
good meal and a very different
experrence from the norm
worth every penny.

After the cruise, many people
headed for bed. but not me,
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The Montreal four {no, not a

type of car or a gang of jailed

convicts, but a mob of Ql'ers)
consisting of Tony, Roy, Jim

Hunkins and Myself ended up in
one of the many downtown
Bars until about Zam t his was
after I spent most of the night
trying to teach the bartender
how to pull a pint of Guinness
properly. He just wouldn't listenll
The following day was spent
sightseeing and driving around
Montreal, taking in the Bio-
sphere from the outside only (a

large globe containing 4 sepa-
rate climates inside, wrth every-
thing from polar bears in one
blt to rain forest in the otherl)

and the Olympic stadium, and
some of the beautiful suspen-
sion bridges around the city.

We said goodbye to Tony who
had a flight to catch at 5.30pm,
while the rest of us went for
Dinner and adjourned to the TV
Room of the university campus
for some Ql'ing and a Movie
betore bed, as the boys had to
be up early to drive back to
New York for a flight to Las
Vegas for the second leg ot
their holidays I then went on-
wards to Niagra Falls on my
own, which was breathtaking
(Jochen advised me to do this,
and he was rightl) and even
caught the first days practice of

the Montreal F1 Grand Prix on
the way back-excellent fun
So there you have it, a really
great show and a great holiday
location, even if as I said the
attendance could have been
better Suggestions flowed
before we left as to where to
load the next one, and it was
generally agreed to be in the
USA again, to attract more
attendees, As ever the entire
experience was well worth it
and the show provided a few
surpnses and I learned a little
more I hadn't known the day
before which is what QL
shows are all about, aren't
they?

QD felter lprinter driver
Duncan fVeithercuf

Following the invitation in QL Today here is the
QD driver that I like to use, I use QD for SBASIC
and C prograrnming mainly. I like each page of a

printed program listing to have the page number
plus the name of the lile and the daie and time it
was printed to make it easy to know which ver-
sion of a program I am reading. Secondly I also

like the facility in M$ Word that allows for printing

alternate pages. Flnally I wrote on and off during
the past few years a pointer driven program to
create and edit printer initialisation strings contai-
ning Epson ESCP2 codes to set up font, cha-
racter size, page length, margins, ink colour etc.

My current printer is an Epson Stylus Photo 750
With the facility to easily create and modify prin-

ter initialisation strings and as a result of the
above objectives I have modilied the example
printer driver supplied by QD almost oui of
recognition.
Lines 1070 lo 1130 find the correct location and
file name for the current printer initialisation

string. These files are stored on my hard drive in

a subdirectory called Winl-TOOLS-PRINT*.
These initialisation files have a suffix of *ini. The
name of the correct file to open is held in a

SMSQ/E History device into which it was placed

by my boot tile. The name in this device can be
changed as desired by an other program

iconised in my button frame. At the same time as
the name of the initialisation file is constructed
the epson reset codes are sent to the printer

Next before any printing starts the printer
initialisation file is interrogated in lines 1150 to
1350 to find the position of the right and left
margins and the number of lines to a page. This
information is needed to calulate the maximum
width allowed for a footer that contains ihe page
number file name and date and time.
Following this the QD output stream is examined
for ihe file name which is preceeded by 'f" and
the end ol the name is marked by the code 2

Once the program has this inlormation the footer
to be printed on each page is created, Atter this
lines 1430 to 1630 contain the main loop that
sends the text to the printer:

This loop also intercepts any print codes sent
with the text. lt will either ignore the print codes
as the printer has already been setup with an
initialisation string or use them in a modified way,
For example if a form feed is sent the program
ensures that the footer is printed before the
sheet is fed out of the printer:

Reinterpreting the codes sent also creates the
possibility of choosing to have alternate pages
prinied using the codes QD sends to the driver
to select Pica tlite or Condensed printing, These
are reinterpreted by the program to print all
pages sequentially (Pica) or to only print even
numbered pages (Flite) or odd numbered pages
(Condensed) The default for the program is to
print all pages sequentially. To achieve alternate
page printing the QD print menu is opened either
from the Files menu Print option or the tool bar
printer icon. Once in the menu select either Elite
or Condensed and then OK to start printing. And
that is all there is to it
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1000 REMark My filter (printer driver)
1010 REMark for QD
1020 REMark April 200I v0.3
1030 REMark At1 bytes cone in via #0
1040 REMark and should be sent to #1
1050 J0B-}IAME rPrint Driverr
1050 :

1070 loc at ion$= t'gitt1T00I*S-PRINT-'r
1080 postf ix$=tt-ivlitt
1090 reset$=CHR$(27) &t'@"
1100 PRINT#1,reset$; :REMark reset the printer
1110 errt=FOPEN(#2, t'HIST0Ry_PrtCodesr' 

)
1120 INPUT#2, prtdata$ : CLOSE#2
1130 f $= locat ion$&prtdata$&postf ix$
11/10 :

1150 errt=FOP_IN( #2, f$)
1150 REPeat fslines
1170 IF EOF(#2):EXIT Islines
1180 BGET#Z,a:BPUT#I,a;
1190 IF a=27
l-200 BGBT#2, a: BPUT#1, a;
l-210 SELeet 0N a
I22O -67
7230 BGET#2,a;BPUT#I,a;
L21A fF ar 0:naxlines-a*5
LzrA =81
126A BGE1#2,a:BPUT#I,a;
I27A IF a>O:rightmargin=a
1280 =108
L290 BGE2#2,a:BPUT#I,a;
1300 IF ar0:leftmargin=a
131A END SELect
L32A END IF
1330 END REPeat Islines
7340 CLOSE#z
L35A ;

1360 REMark Get file nane
1370 RBPeat Nameloop
1330 BGET#O, a: IF a=CODE( tf' ) : GetName: EXIT Nameloop
1390 END REPeat Naneloop
1/100 DoSetUp
r4ro :

L420 Lno=2 :pgno=l :posnrl:odd=l-
1/'30 RtrPeat loop
L440 IF E0F(#0):TidyUp; REMark Thatts it
L45A BGET#O,C
U+6A SELect 0N c
]l+7A =1: PurgeQDcodes
1480 =12: Tidyup
L49O =REIT{AINDER

REMark Fetch char

REMark warp/ignore QDs own codes
REMark its a forn feed
REMark Write ehar

1500 SElect 0N Page0rder
l-510 =0:BPUT#I,c
3-52A =1 : IF odd :BPUT#X,e
1530 =2 : IF NOT(odd) :8PUT#1-,c
1540 END SELect
Lr50 posn=posn+l
L560 IF posnr naxchars
7574 lno=lno+l
X5B0 posn=2
figA END IF
1600 f F c=10: l-no=lno+l-: posn=X-
1610 IF lno.naxllnes:DoFooter:lno=l
1620 END SELect
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1630 END REPeat loop
L640 :

1650 DEFine PROCedure DoFooter
l-660 IF PageOrder>0:ft=O:EISE :ft=l:END IF
l-570 SElect 0N PageOrder
1580 .1:fF odd:ft-1
L690 =2:IF NO1(odd) :ft=1
1700 END SEtect
l_710 TF ft
L720 PRINT#I:PRINT#I-
1730 PRINT#]-, sep$
7740 PRINT#1,footer$&pgno
1750 PRINT#1,CHR$(12);
1750 END IF
1770 pgno-pgno+l
1780 odd=pgno MOD 2
1-790 END DEFi-ne DoFooter
1800 :

1810 DEFine PR0Cedure DoSetUp
1820 PageOrder=0
1830 maxehars=rightmargin-leftmargin
l RZO <cn!R-F TT.T.S / rt*tt so-.1ro-5\+9 iv 

-vr?

1850 page$-'rPage rr

1850 weekdaY$=DAY$
l-870 text$=DATE$:tj-me$=text$(13 T0 17)
L880 Calendar$=wsstr6ay$&r' "&time$gtt 

r'&text$(5 T0 12)&text$(1 T0 /')
1890 namelen=LEN(nane$) : datelen=lEN(Calendarg) : pagelen=6
1900 space=(naxehars-(pagelen+datelen+namelen) -l-) DIV 2
1910 footer$=name$&Fll1,$(r't',spaee)&Calendarg&FIll$(r''rspace)&pageg
1920 END DEFine DoSetUp
L930 :

1940 DEFine PROCedure ?idyUp
1950 If PageOrder>0:ft=O:ELSE :ft=X":END IF
l-960 SELect 0N PageOrder
t970 =1:IF odd:ft=l
1930 -2:IF N0T(odd) :ft=l-
1990 END SELeet
2000 IF ft=l
20L0 FOR i=lno T0 naxlines-l:PRINT#I
2020 DoFooter:QUfT
2O3O END IF
2050 END DEFine ?idyUp
2060 :

2070 DEFine PROCedure PurgeQDcodes
2080 REMark Now search for end of code
2090 REPeat eoce
2100 BGET#O,c
ZTLO IF C=CODE(IPI
2120 IF c=cODE(rC'
zlj} IF C=C0DE( tA'

: PageOrder=0
: PageOrder=l
: PageOrder=2

214A IF c=Z:EXIT eoce
2L5A END REPeat
2160 END DEFine PurgeQDcodes
2174 :

2180 DEFine PR0Cedure GetName
2190 nane$=r"'
2200 REPeat Narnelt
22L0 BGET#A,c
2220 If c=2:EXIT Namelt
2230 nane$=name$&CHR$ ( c)
2240 END REPeat Nagleft
2250 END DEFine GetName
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A well establishe<i accounts package for the small to
medium sized business, including automatic
generation ofproflt & loss account, balance $heet, VAT
rrelurns, reporB and analysis for audit trails and
management decisions. Previously sold for over €100.*

Q-lndex: The SupeTBASIC index supplied with dre
Reference Manual - enter a tooic sudr as 'screen
resolution' and find out the cominands whidr relate.

llave you ever tried to write a pmg"am, but been lost as to
the means of performing a cenain action? This Refurence
Manual provides you with a full description and examples of
how to use all of the keyrvords found on each bf the
different QIs, phts Str,tSOUd, Toolkit il and manv diftrent
public domain toolkits. Details of any possible pniblems are
provided, ogether witlr descriptiois- of how ro use the
device drivers and how to ensrire rhat vour Dmgrarns are
mmpatible across the range of QL platforirs.
This book is ideal for all QL users aad is kept up to date with

l,aunch Q-Help for firnher info on the chosen The latest version of this popular route findinc Drosram.
Find the quickest rcrute or'*ri shortest route binieei any
two places, using roads. A wide range of maps is av-ailabtl
for this program (see elsewhere in tlris adven). The programror $r$ prcgram (see elsewher,e in tfiis advext). The program
is easy and quic-k to use. You caD even add your own places
and roads to the maos o indude local detail.

F€I$gE
teaEIE E
o- 59FJ C
SE *.^-z o BEEEEEE 

Fqis'EE>' H

s ggsBE ;
O c dooB :
x H.E 8=-u E

F;sJEi€q
lE: HiE'r a

gt e r'*FE !
TeEEE=95
FHgES#H5

Ttre ultimate da-taba-se program - exremely fast and flexible,
easy to use, updated to cope with the latist versions of the
OL operatinc svstem and still maintained. A reDort module isA report module isQL opeqting systern and
induded to allow you to formattncluded to allow you to fonnat output in any way, induding
mail-merge. Unfom-natdy only available as an upgrade from
the original version (original still arrailable ftom Sector

with dgtaits of -rleir par,ents ard children" watch all of A wealth of QL adventures - nainly text only.
those links build up iato a formal famdy tree layout. Save the Galaxy hom the ambiiions of ihe evil dictator
Text files and picrurcs may also be linked to Nemesis.
individuals as well as norcs_and evens,-maki4g dtis Battle against werewolves and dracula look-alikes on a
the perfect way ts prcserve drg hisory of your frmily Hammer-Honu set in tle mmical Horrorday
QL v-grsro_n now $upporbs Filelnfo Il and 9Menu as well Thke the pan of a prawn with a hangover, iosr itr a strange
as allowing pu to link bo*r male and ftmale trees. land in r}? hilarioui Prawn.
SampletreeoftheRoyalfamilysincel066included. Solve a bank-robbery bv fiShdng the bad guys and
PC version is event driven - enter the detalls as they collecting the lmt in nial-riine da WEst.
appear-ia documc-nts and,it generates th-e trge from Batde coundess dwawes ia the annospberic Lost Kingdom
these. QL data and GEDCOM cao be *ansferred to &e of ?kul.
PCversion.UpgradetolatestpCversion(v5.21)forA8 Return m Eden is a massive adventure over 3 dis&s with
Both programs easy to use and complete with a step by colourfirl Fraphics - control 3 characers in rheir quesr to
step tutorial. find the missing Prince.
"" QL USERS upgrade to PC versiou for €25 ONIJ ** All six advennrcs arc available together 6or only f25.

Software).

For the gaming enbusiast - D-Day is a classic table top wargame fior one or
two olarrers - vou mntrol either the Allies or the Axii forces durine WWII.two players - you conrrol either or the Axii forc* during WWIL

,t uDs and a choice of 4 diffurentWith dre abilitll to d9fine your own arsry set ups and a ehoice of 4
scenarios, this Shoutd keep 1lou enterraindd for a while,
Gr€y Wolf is a graphical simulation of a submarine - can you sink the enemy
shipping whilst avoiding their planes and destroyers??

Pnoducc graphical representations of 3D objects - view
them as wireframe, hidden line and shaded.
Perspective and magnification can be controlled andPerspective and magnification can be controlled and
views can be saved to file for subseouent orintir:c.
Multiple objects can be defined and positioned rehdft
to each other Simple to use yet produces excellent
resuls.

New improved colour and monochrome pdnter
driven, frovidrng up to 720dpi for a]l pnigrans
written for use with ProWesS, such as LineDesiga and
paragraph. Worlcs on all Epson iDkiet prfurters which
suppoft biaary mode comprcssion (74O, 8S0 and 900
models at least). 144O doi to follow.

Store your family nee for posterity Add individuals

Cheques in €sterling

payable to 'F."Mel}or'

w 8l- fodcy

* Also &nwn m Trdirg Accoufts
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GD2 l-lBC routines
from Dave Walker
The Enhanced Graphics Driver (GD2) that gives
QDOS compatible systems access to more
colours than the 4/B colours of traditional QDOS
based systems is now available on the Aurora,
QPC2 v2 and QXL running SMSQ/E, and may
well appear in the future 0n other SMSQ/[
based systems. To support this extended colour
handling new operating system calls have been
introduced. This download provides ihe update
to C6B to add support for these new routines.
Also included in the download are updates to
various documents to include details of the new
library routines.
Rather than provide a complete new LIBC library

{at this tirne) the download includes the file
GD2-0. This can be added to an existing
LIBC*A library by a command of the form
EX SLB;'*cvf LIBC--A GDLOr
although you may have to add paths to the
filenames in the above example if the files are
not in the DATA-USE directory

NOTES
This update is only useful il you have a system
that supports the GD2 driver or are developing
software for such a system,
The update is based on material provided by
George Gwilt {of GWASS fame}.

e68 compiler
Work has started on taking C6B forward to
support the lS0 1999 C standard as described in

the beta page on my website, As a result two
updated versions of C6B are oflered
The first is the lasl release before work started
0n developing enhancements to make C68
compatlble with the ISO 1999 C standard. Fixes a
number of small bugs relaiive to the 4,24f release
as well as some minor enhancements.
The second is the very latest source. This
introduces a number of new features from the
lS0 1999 C standard. These new features are not
all ready for use. However if you run with the
command line option of -lang=690 these new

options will be ignored. ln the event of you
suspecting a fault in C6B please check if you can
reproduce it with this version. As it represents
our current code base it is the preferred starting
point for any fault investigation.

Dutch EasyPTR manual
Mr Oudshoorn, a Dutch QLer: has made the
effort to translate the tasPTR manual into Dutch,
lf you are interested, corne to one of the
[indhoven shows and speak to him directly or
send a request to QL Today which we will
forward to Mr: Oudshoorn.

Quanta Website
I m porta nt An n ou ncern€nt
Unfortunately the site hosting Quanta has ceased
to function. As a result, some recent data will
have been lost. When I return from my vacation I

will reinstate Quanta on different, and hopefully,
more reliable servers.
As usual, access will be via
www.quanta.uni.cc
Please accept my apologies for any incon-
venience caused.
Robin Barker (Quanta chairman)
Quanta_Support@uk2. net

Quite a lot of news, cCInsidering the
surnmer is hot! ls there still
anybody saying nothinrg is hap-
p€ning in the QL scene?

We seem to have managed to print the wrong
telephone number in QL -lbday for Derek
Stewart's Holborn View BBS,

The correct telephone number is
(+44) 01773-741335

Apologies to all,

Also, last issue contarned some wrong informa-
tion about Jer0me Grimberts web site and pro-
gram version information. The correction can be
found in the middle of lhis issue in an article
narned'Rant'from Jer0me. Sorry about that,
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Letter"Bsx
D. Glark wrifes:
Do you use your computer for
tasks similar to other ordinary,
typical users? I have read that
these typical people do'
i. Iake pride in being compute-
rate cf. literate
2. Publish the occasional letter
3 tt/ake a telephone list.

4. Scan, edit their pet photo-
graphs,

5, Play games

The QL can certainly do some
of these things, and, o{ course,
if you remove your fancy ex-
pensive hardware, perhaps
play more games.

There are lots of PCs so that a
CD or DVD called QLGames
might take the world by storm,
where the real invader would
scarcely be mentioned, {the QL
operating system). Such a CD

ROM requires collaboration as
well as vision to manage the
organisation of skills. I repeat
those nasty words - that the

QL operating system needs to
be rarely mentioned - for why
frighten ordinary people with
new ideas to please ourselves,
lf this mythical "QLGames"is to
be a success it must
be very good, with
interactive demos. not
verbal help-files with
the options of reading,
printing or cancelling
I think that I am a typi-
cal user who seldom
uses his computer at
all and reads 'QL Today' be
cause it is partly provocative
and does not mention Msdos
eversomuch. I have Hewlett-
Packard priniers and my old
Deskjet 500 has recently

started to perform extremely
well.

You will also have noticed the
article by Peter Fox giving us a
PCL language advertisement,
so I thought that I would
explore QL basic and spool the
results of block commands to
the printer's parallel port via
Mrracle Systems serial to
parallel connector The Quanta
library has a few sue h files
including a "SINCLAIR' headline
with files which provide the
screendump command
HPDUMP and f ew problems
except that this command
does not allow the left margin
to be specified. {l used the
parallel port because the
printer dip-switch seitings are
less important than when the
serial printer port is used )

ldid, however; wish to be clever
and use some fancy characters
which I cannot use on the QL
and I also wished to anticipate
some of Peter's next article.
Will graphic files for modern
printers come out on this older
version printer? The answer

appears to be, following Msdos
to Qdos conversion, and that
after editing in for example, the
SPY editor yes You obviously
cannot print a six inches wide
file of i440 dot-per-inch on a

300 dpi, printer and get ii all on
A4

So what did happen? Firstly a

long wait, but that rs normal,
then two paper elections with
some text, eg. "This is PCL
language version 3.3U arn't we
in good company? - whispers
for the printers ears only etc."
Then the ejection of a new
page with graphics suitable for
landscape orientation.

Some of the PCL commands
were combined with others but
I could not f ind all their
f unctions in this later PCL
version. So if I wished these
graphics to come via the QL,
then they needed to be origi-
nally addressed to my older
printer or I need a newer prin-

ter handbook manual of com-
mands. I rnade my fancy
symbols printout satisfactorarily
- a difficult game to play!

ANGRILV -
ANXIOUSLV.
IN TUNE -

Adiratamente
Affanmosannemte
Accordand@
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George Gwilt wriles:

QLIBERATOR
The remarks in Byts of Wood
(Vol 5 lssue 6) that Qliberator
would not compile on a Q40
prompts me to relate my fin-
dings with a Qliberated pro-

gram that would not run on my
Q40. I never found out why it
wouldn't work, but in the
course of investigating by step-
ping ihrough the program I

noticed an oft recurring pair of
instructions. They were

RTS

SUBQ.L #/',A7

Since the contents of the stack
remained unchanged until the
next occurence of the pair I

could only assume that the
intention was to replace the
return address on the stack so
that the next RTS would return

the program to the same place

as before.
However one of the first things
a serious QL programmer

learns is that between any two
instructions his program may
be taken out of circulation by
the operating system's sche-
duler which may well make use
of the program's stack before
putting the program back in

circulation. I know from first

hand that this is so from my
experience writing FPSAVT

which saves and restores the
Floating Point Registers when
needed. The implication of this
is that anything that the con'
tents of any address less than
the stack pointer must always
bw considered unknown.
How then do Qliberated pro-

grams work at all? The answer
is that it is almost certain that
when any code attached to
the scheduler returns control
to the user's program it uses
RTS or as in the case of
FPSAVE, RTR. Both these
leave the address of the next

instruction to be obeyed as
the item last on the stack
Hence the instruction pair I

noticed would work in the way
intended
It might be worth pondering
the running of Qliberated pro-
grams on 68020+ machines.
There is little to siop the linking
to the scheduler of code using
the advanced instructions avai-
lable. FPSAVI certainly does.
One of these advanced in-

structions is

RTD #K

This is very similar to RTS but
takes the return address as
the first rtem on the stack
before adding k to the staek
pointer After such an instruc-
tion the immediate past entry
on the stack will be whatever
working data the added code
had put on the stack and not
the the return address Thus
any attached code exiting with
RTD would be a disaster for
Qliberated programs,

As an aside, I am puzzled as to
why the safe instruction

PEA *
wasn't used instead of the
potentially dangerous instruc-
tion

SUBQ.L #4,s7

The PEA instruction is the
same size and, on a 68020,
about 20oA faster:

Finally, I should report that I

recompiled the Qliberated pro-
gram using Turbo and it ran

without trouble.

Al Boehm writes:

Dear Editors,
ln the May/June 2001 issue, the
article on the Quanta AGIM..

mentions ihat the ernulator
CD-rom can not legally be sold

in North Anrerica because it
contains the iS ROM since
Frank Davis owns the North
American copyright I believe
this is true. However Frank has
granted perrnission, on a case
by case basis, for use of the
ROM on emulators. As far as I

know he has not turned any-
one down nor has he charge a

fee.

ln another article Jim Hunkins
announced the development of
the QL Desktop. I also heard
his talk on it at the Montreal
show I will rarely use the QDT
but I see that many Qlers
such as rny grandchildren will

love it. Why the di{ference?
I ean toueh type fasi, the ma-
jority of people can not. lf you
can not touch type, using a

mouse and pointer makes a lot
of sense. The corollary rs that
the ability to touch type is one
of the most important skills in

the computer age. ln any
case, I see the need for and
will support Jim's eflort any-
way I can.
As to the hardware/ emulator
debate, I use both. They each
have their uses. As long as
the competition irnproves both,
I am well served. Plus the con-
troversy does make interesting
reading; it gets the blood
flowing, you know Yes, there
is a need to limit the fuss and,

of course, I hope no one
actually comes to blows.
God bless, Al Boehm

Steve Poole wriles:

,As for finding out if a specific
program is running or not {see
QL Today VG 11 page 52), why
not simply type ,lon$
lf you want lo process fhe
result by a program, a bit
more code than l'ust JOBS is
reguired - who's going to
deliver it? - Editor
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It seems that I have to offer a

disclaimer before I commence
this column Judging by Peter
Graf's commenls in the last issue
it seems thai there is some dan-
ger thai people may take this
column to be something other
than it actually is. When I started
this column, some years ago,
Jochen and I discussed what it
should be about I intended it to
perform on several levels. Firstly
I wanted to be able to pass on
little bits of information gained
by talking to programmers and
users alike - all that litlle stuff
which would be too small to be
an article on its own bul uselul
nonetheless.
I wanted to give readers who did
not have access to the ql-users
internet group some idea of the
imporlant issues which were
raised there and I wanted to try
to entertain you with some hu-
mour as well.
I also wanted to be able to
comment on the stale of deve-
lopment in the software and
hardware environment and lo
add my views and ideas to
them
This last part is something which
I hold very dear and something
which I hoped would invoke
some response from the
readers. I had hoped for some
feedback along the lines of 'yes,

I have found that' or 'l would like
something else to happen' or 'l

disagree with this idea
because...' I have sometimes
expressed views which were at

odds with received wisdom
because I felt that a discussion
of the issue was important.
Above all the ideas and views in

this column are my views and
opinions and nothing else. I

make no claims for an in-depth
knowledge of things or any
great learning in any particular

area bui I am in the unique

position of being able to talk to
users, designers and program
mers and, being a user and a
trader as opposed to a hard-
ware designer or programme[
does mean that I am not blin'
kered by either of those disci-
plines and can maybe draw
some conclusions that they may
not. I hope some of these goals
have been reached but I have no
intention of changing my track
n0w

A Little Help Fronr AAy

Frie nds
That, ever helpful, soul Duncan
Neithercut emailed me the other
day about the question I asked
in the last column aboul the
patch for the Q 40.|t seems that
the patch works fine on his
system until he loads ProWesS.
After that the system crashes.
Since ProWesS is an integral
part of my own system and it is
used in every session I cannot
do without it so I am unable to
use the patch,
lnterestingly enough I got a new
version of the Q40 SMSQ/E to
test when I attended the [indho
ven show in June. This one
seemed, at first, to have a few
problems with Qascade but fur-
ther invesligation it seems I can
get Qascade working but not
ProWess. Since this is the similar
to the behaviour reported by
Duncan and verified by me with
the Q40 Patch I suspecl that
both people are working along
the same lines. The system
does not always crash when
ProWesS is run but I cannot get
ProWesS to work at all under
v2,99.
Being able to run some of the
Qliberated programs, and the
QLib compiler itself, is a great
advantage but, if ProWesS fails
as a result lam even more handi

capped. I have passed a copy of
the latest version to PROGS and
maybe they can find out what is

happening here.ln the meantime
any Q 40 Users who want a

copy should send their disks to
me for updating

And Another Thing
I also got a new version of the
Gold Card SMSQ/[. This one
also has problems but they are
of a different kind For a while
now versions of SMSQ/I for the
Gold and Super Gold Card have
been unable to write to or For-
mat DD disks. lf you try then the
system hangs and you have to
reset, I don't know if I am the
only person who has this
problem but I have tried it on
two differenl systems with no-
thing else loaded so I suppose
that it must be fundamental to
the system. Reading from DD
disks is no problem and, were it

not for the fact that I have to do
both of these lhings for my cus-
tomers, and the fact that much
of the QL software is on DD
disks I would not worry too
much, The same problem does
not occur on the other systems
that use the same basic
SMSQ/I kernel I suspect that
the problem is in the interaction
between the operaling system
and the hardware. lf you have
any similar problems or can
throw any light on the reasons
behind it then let us know

A Case for PD COPY
Another thing mentioned in

Peter Graf's article in the last
issue was Mark Swift's COPY
BACK patch. As I mentioned in
my reply I was very worried
aboul using this software be-
cause I do so much work on the
O 40 and I am loath to try
something out which gives war
nings about its use. I have,
however been using it all of this
month and had no adverse
effects. lt definitely does speed
up severalprocesses in lhe Q40
and is lo be recommended but
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with a caution. lf you want to
use these sort of programs
make sure you keep impeccable
back ups io make sure that your
data is safe.
The thing which stands out
about this is the fact that PD and
shareware authors dld not make
their products known to the
users. This magazine offered a

whole page as a PD Pinboard
but no authors could be
boihered to use it. lF you go to
the trouble of writing and per
fecling code you should, at

leasl, lell us all about it and
where to get it.

Putting the BOOT ln
Much is made of the speed of
the boot up in QL systems but
one thing has always irked me
about the way that things have
gone since the onset of the
higher resolution drivers were
launched in the wake of Aurora, I

tend to start my system in mode
4 1024 x 512 resolution which,
on a 15' monitor gives a good
readable text and a large area
for such ulilities as QSpread and
L|N[design Changing resolution
downwards to use older QL pro-
grams is never quite exact and
returning to the previous reso-
lution aflerwards the screen is
often not quite as it was before
requiring a re-boot.
The re-booting of the whole
systems to run other programs
which will not work under
SMSQ/E has always been a real
bone of contenlion to me but,

luckiltr I have found few pro-
grams that will not run under tt

so I have not had to face the
problem too often. On the whole
the programs which will not run
under SMSQIE are either very
badly written and take shortcuts
which QDOS allowed but were,
in fact, violations of the rules or
written to use specific com-
mands in systems such as Mi-

nerva. I would, however ltke to
see ihe whole issue of screen
resolution tidied up in f uture
releases ol SMSQ/E I realise
that the way that lhe system

draws directly to the screen
makes true re-sizing difficult and
that the way that modern moni-
iors take an active part in the
display rather than being pas-
sive pixel guns makes this a

diflicult task but there must be a
way to improve this situation.

I have often wondered if it would
be possible to resize separate
SBASIC windows and even use
diflerent display colours in them.
it would be great if we eould
open a SBASIC window with a
parameler which would set it 1o

be a certain size and resoluiion.
What I have in mind is to be able
to type a line like,

SBASIC ; t 3-, 5!2, 255, 0 |

This would then start an SB,ASIC

window with the following set-
tings:

1 -Ql-Colours
512 - x-resolution
256 - y-resolulion

0 - full screen

The numbers are just arbitrary
fantasies of my own but they are
just an indicalion of how I would
like it to be. You could then run
most of the lime in your favou-
rite QL mode and jusl start an
SBASIC job for those rare occa-
sions when you need to play a
game like QShang or run Quill
etc.
I may be talking absolute rubbish
here but il would be great
wouldn't it?
One tip for those of you using
higher resolutions and wanling
to keep control of BASIC when
resizing is to think aboui the
way that the windows are drawn
in your BOOT file, I use B0olo of
the screen for the QL windows
in 1024 x 512 but I draw the
BASIC channel {Window trO) at
the top of the screen. This
means that, no matter what re
solulion I choose to use lalways
have access to the command
line. Another way to retain ihe
command line is to leave the
three main windows at the 512 x
256 sizes and draw them wilh
an origin of 0,0. This means that,

when re-sizing to smaller display
values, the standard QL win-
dows will always fill the screen.

A Minnie Diversion
I mentioned Minerva a few para-
graphs ago and il brings to mind
a couple of things which have
popped up about that in recent
weeks. There was a lot 0f talk
about a public domain release
for the last version of the Minnie
ROM at the QL 2000 sheiw but
has not, so far hit the streets. I

would personally like to see
some aspects of the ROM
merged into SMSQ/[. Although I

regard SMSQ/E as being the
most advanced versions of the
QL operating system avaihbb
today there are a few little tricks
and tweaks in the Minnre ROM
which I would love to see adop-
ted. No doubt those of you who
also used Minerva before
moving over to SMSQ/E have
your own favourites. I suggested
to Tony that, rather than make
the whole ROM Public Domain
he should split it into small pro-
cedures which could be either
LRESPR'd inlo the main system
or merged as modules with
SMSQ/E He could sell the
whole thing on disk with a

manual for a minimal sum. This
would not preclude releasing the
whole ROM for free but it would
allow people to 'cherry pick' the
belter features of the code. lt
would also be a fairly simple
thing to load,
As I have said many times the
pr0grammers, especially those
whose efforts emerge in public
domain, always assume that the
reader can write bits of code to
link, manage or act as a front
end for the clockwork they pro-
vide. This !s often not the case
and many people are left floun-
dering about trying to get the
best from what is often a really
smart bit of programming. lnci-
dentally, if you have a MK ll Mi-

nerva with the battery backed
clock, and you are having lrou-
ble setting the clock f rom
SMSQ/E go to Tony Firshman's
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BBS, Derek Slewart has modi-
fied the Minerva clock setting
routines to run under SMSQ/E.
You will also need the new
version o{ the Minerva resident
extensions to gei il to run.

And a Mag Shot
This leads me, obliquely I admit,
to something Dilwyn mentioned
a while ago. He wondered how
many people read each copy of
QL Today I have been doing the
subscriplion upgrades over the
last few months and I have
anolher puzzle. My software will
always pop up the last invoice
issued to each customer when I

start a new one for him. ln many
cases, when I renew a subscrip-
tion, the iast thing peopie
bought from Q Branch was the
subscription to the magazine
the previous year
I accept that there is not a lot of
new software available to buy at
the moment but what is it that
keeps so many of you reading
the magazine? Are you trying
out the programming tips?
Learning assembler? writing
Graphics screens? or what?
Maybe there is a competition
here. Finish the sentence 'l love
my QL/QL Today because........,...'

in not more than 20 words.
I would really like to know
maybe we could tailor some
new stuff especially for you all.

See Deese
It always amazes me how I can
have a conversation with some-
one one day and find someone
else has already done some
work on the very project we are
discussing. On the way to
[indhoven Tony Firshman and I

were discussing Qubide and
how there were no boards left
to make new ones. Tony had
already been in contact with
Nasta about Qubide and had

considered putting a Qubide on
a future MPlane since it would
take very few chips to do it
these days. ln the course of that
discussion we also said that il

would be good if it could read CD
ROM drives too since the ATAPI

driver already existed. We dis-

cussed who we could approach
to get this done and what format
the CDs would be in elc.
Lo and behold the lnternet News
Group springs into life with
Thierry Godefroy's announce-
ment that he had been working
on just such a thing f or the
Q 40/Q 601 This piece of news
sparked a very lively debaie
and, of course, led us into the
long file names debate. Thierry
suggested that he had already
thought of this and had some
ideas of how io get over the
hurdle without re-writing the de-
vice drivers so that could be a
good thing in itsel{ but when I

suggested that the CD drives
should be able to read PC

format CDs I got an answer
which said that we should nol
have lo use a PC formal which
was large and bloated but we
should'sei our own standards'.
That is an admirable sentiment if
those standards allow us to read
other disk format but absolute
rubbish if not. Why drive
ourselves further into isolation?
The more we can exchange
information between the various
forms ol QL and the other
computer systems the more
people will stick with their QLs
at home. Although much of the
sluf f on PC disks would be
useless there is a lot of good
graphic clipart which might gel
someone to write a good,
high-colour graphics application
and what about the QXLWN
files from QXL/QPC owners. I

don't know how easy rt would
be to get a CD Writer working
with Thierry's software but just

being able lo dump my QXLWIN
file onto a CD and take it to
work meant I could access my
address books etc. on that
computer I always backup the Q
40 drive to my Desktop PC via
floppies and then write that to a

CD, A CD writer for the Q 40
would be very welcome. Of
course lhere would have to be a

simple way to read QXL,WN files
on the Q 40, I have never tried
qxltools but I will give it a look

Honourable Mention
of the Year.
Having written the above I have
iust read the announcement in
the ql-users group that the beta
version of the CD ROM driver is
now available on Thierry's
website. I have just downloaded
the drivers from his site and
installed them onto the Q 40, I

have only had a brief look at
what is avaihbb but there does
seem to be a lot of promise
here.
For a start it seems that the new
drivers will read QXLWIN files
burnt onto CD ROM disks. lt also
says that i{ works on the Aurora
with Qubide. There is a separate
driver for the Qubide and I will
be trying this out ioo over the
next few weeks.
Either of lhese iwo things would
be a great boon for the QL but
both together in one package is
a positive explosion. lf this pro-
ject advances to full fruition it
will go a long way to improving
the QL position and should allow
users of more lhan one system
at least a one way lransfer A
version of this software lhat
allowed CD burning would be
another great advance and the
documentation thal goes wilh
the package hints that CD
writing should also be possible.
This is going to big a big project
and I suspect lhat it is one which
may need a lol of co-operation
from other parties. Let us hope
that this time we call all pull

together and support this vital
new initiative.
Definitely the Honourable h,fen-

tion of the Year
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Saturday, $st of Septenabern 10:00 tw
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Unf'ortunately, JMS wiil not be able to attend this time, but will be present again

$eeting. The English dealers prefer to come to the November show too.

16:00
1q6tt -, t,

at the November

uexrte w@rks&no
Suxrday? 23rd CIf Septernaber
Same venue as every yeer:
The SyfXee* V&&&nge SIaX&.

OI=, MeetinE . {.D} Serqhteseadem
Sat"/Sun., 6$h/7th of October

We try to turn this into "Qtr- 2001'u - why not come along and
make sure that it will be "the event" of the year? &dore details
can be found in trssue UVolume 6 of QL Today (both German
and English) or directly from the organiser Friedemann Oertel:
F"OerfeX.BGD@t-on[ine"de or Phone +49-8652-948V1-z

CX-, $hsw, {S'lt Faris
Saturdayo 13th of Octobero X0:00 to 16:00
Universit6 Faris, 82 Rue de [a [-,ihert6o Sa&nt Denis

Room number 8231
M6tro - X-igne tr3, terrnfurus Saint-Denis - Umiversit6.

Bus - lignes 253, 254, 255, 26A, 268,356, 361
http : I /www. univ-p aris 8 
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